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Introduction 
 
I started to write poetry at University in Derby in the mid-90s, probably 1995, and carried on 
intermittently thereafter.  
 
I only kept the odd thing until around late 2017 when I decided to make it a project. There is a 
section of 'early' poems, things I clung on to for whatever reason. I'd say I binned around 95% 
of what I produced at one point and no regrets.  
 
Beginning 2018, some things have titles, but some don't, and these are numbered, Untitled 1, 
Untitled 3, Untitled 5 and so forth. You will notice some are missing. This means that an 
Untitled 2 existed, but it wasn't any good and so was destroyed.  
 
A file existed, with words in it, but it was judged a failure as a poem.  
 
This isn't to say I think all these surviving poems are successes, I don't. They were kept 
because I thought they were worth keeping for sections or individual lines or because they 
were a worthwhile experiment or they marked a moment.  
 
I can't go into methodology, it's too complicated and would take up pages. Well, for some of 
these poems the method is nothing you haven't heard before. Many things here are just 
enjambed writing, but others are more strategic and involve cut ups and collage. I am from an 
art school background, I taught in art schools 2005-2018. I was a student in them for much 
longer, in the 1990s, they were places to go to avoid living in post-industrial slump, if you 
lived in one of those sorts of places.  
 
For instance 'Appleby Lodge to Devas Street' was a walk in Manchester between those two 
locations taking photographs. The photographs were then dropped into a PDF and the PDF 
text scanned and the poem is the result.  
 
- Dr Steve Hanson, April 3, 2020  
	



EARLY POEMS 
 



Birthday  
 
I feel old because I remember you  
when you were a blind skull 
in a bloody towel, to be passed around 
 
I feel old because you don't 
18 years on, exactly 
 
The same old ritual 
a police woman arrives, produces her badge 
and removes her skirt 
 
Sex and drink is on the cards, along with badges 
apt then, that police woman demonstrates 
unequivocally, the change in law 
which now applies 
 
'Where's his mum?' she asks the audience, 
when her tits are finally out 
 
No-one answers, because they know the answer 
she's dead, that's where she is 
 
Turned away by the doctor, three times that day 
suffocated, by her own throat 
 
The serpent traitor, coiled within you  
for a good decade 
 
But you drew a bigger crowd than I ever could at that age 
 
And this Eighties retro girl 
one shoulder top, blow-dried, post-New Wave hair 
 
Simultaneously the most and least interesting person in the room  
though I like to think I gave you a run for your money  
 
But where now? After puking in the alley 
one shoulder down, Police Woman  
replaced by a policewoman 
 
'Where's your dad son?' she asks, electric blue  
as he grabs at her chest 
 
No-one answers, because they know the answer  
he's not here, that's where he is 
 
Turned away at the bank, three times that year  
abdicated, off-duty, the serpent traitor  
coiled within you, sleeping 
 
The dismal years of slowrage retched up with sick and tears 
as you wait for Jeremy Beadle, only policemen arrive 
 



So where to now? I can't pretend to know 
 
I just stepped out of some such car wreck  
to be handed an infinite bill  
for its writing off  
 
- 1999 
 
 
Bristol 
 
Spike Island immersive environment as music, the drumming of bored fingers translated to 
the booms of urban environments and then up into a dazzling, hot space which is all white 
light 
 
Arnolfini exploration of sculptural form, but the most engaging parts present pictures of 
finance capital figures from the papers in denial poses, by scrambled illogical data documents 
and painterly scree 
 
Journey back that rendered both shows redundant, M Shed to M5, all centreless flow and 
dazzle, non-linear lines are moving ahead and staying still at the same time... Free recovery, 
ends 
 
- 2013 
 
 
Fragment 
 
What I have got is what I have got, it is not the work. Remember the truth surgeon, he plucks 
your rib and leaves meat for Crow in the next time, on the wall in sixty eight and this game of 
Operation has no batteries and no buzzer, just a Buzzard. Also smothered under his ma's 
flabby arse. 
 
- 2008 
 
 
Freckle Myopia 
 
Without glasses 
she is red cloud 
max Photoshop blur 
yet a vagueness  
I feel able to pierce 
like a javelin thrower 
plaits fog 
but without glasses can only tune 
into radio-over-there 
 
Constellations discovered 
as the eyes adjust 
to flesh as darkness 
lay of the land, pixels of infinity 
rendered in a range 
labia pink to melanoma brown 
 



Sunset pool 
with strings of abandon 
 
A thrown puppet 
with strong engine thrum 
 
- 2004 
 
 
Hut 
 
Job gone he attempts a coup 
Climbs up the drainpipe of his own self 
Emancipates the hostage therein  
So long  
Held to ransom 
Hello 
Clutching at straws 
Fallen from the sleeves  
Of his last incarnation 
Pertwee to Baker 
Baker to Davison 
A skin shed 
At the roadside 
In the last generation  
 
- 2001  
 
 
Million year old seafood 
 
A hundred and fifty 
million year old seafood 
become ultimate art 
 
Discarded by a cliff face near Staithes  
 
In this moment the only nervy  
object that matters, in this collapsing  
despite tourist season, the permagluten  
 
Then back, to see she's back to sea 
the three by infinity portcullis of electrical grinning 
just like the end is the beginning is the end  
 
Alpha and oooomega 
 
The beached sticker 
hard cracking water 
that rude single eye blasting  
 
Churns random memories 
 
We had the council in to defumigate your fantasies 
the power surge cuts the lights 



then I notice you lit one hundred candles and fell asleep 
and I had to put them all out with my fingers 
and now I have toes where I had hands 
 
Fungal infected nails and blistered flesh covered in white livid wax 
boiled into curves like her raptor feet 
 
- 2014 
 
 
Rocket Falls 
 
OK, so there's three Russians, two Europeans and a Chinese man 
sitting in a capsule going nowhere 
so that some other people can go into even more nowhere  
to then get to a rock 
 
And here 
 
Canal? I said 
'Al's face down in his turnip mash and is neither help nor hindrance' came the reply 
 
So there's three Russians, two Europeans and a Chinese man 
sitting in a capsule going nowhere 
so that some other people can go into even more nowhere  
to then get to a rock 
 
And here  
 
The geese open their mouths and out come cars from the crusher 
in the first stages of their cubing 
the awful, slow yielding of metal constructions not designed not to yield 
 
And here  
 
- 2011 
 
 
The end of futures futures 
 
How many noughts in a gazzilion? 
 
I know nothing,  
ALL OF THEM! 
 
Then there will be no nothings left in the world 
There will be no nothings ess  
Know nothing zuzz zuzz zuzz  
 
I don't talk to anyone about anything 
and I don't talk to anyone  
about not talking to anyone about anything 
 
I don't talk to no-one about nothing  
- 2008 



POEMS 2018-9 



A Cull Raid 
 
jailed because they believed they were right 
judge saw they were unrepentant 
even in court, so jail 
 
should be locked up immediately 
for believing that he’s a judge 
 
in which case then the judge 
triggers the bigger putsch 
 
starting with the posties 
who believe like crazy 
to the point where they deliver actual mail 
 
and there are what like thousands of them 
some of them get their hands inside 
go right up to your house 
 
so rehabilitation has to work and well 
new prisons must be built 
make history history and 
historical history history as well 
 
there’s a big difference between justice and law 
 
the packet of cornflakes someone put 
a stamp on, the postie fisted 
it through the oblong slot 
 
remember cold buckets 
water thrown in the cells 
at good ol’ Bad Nenndorf 
 
he wasn’t reprimanded 
because no-one complained 
 
what times, and the pony 
it was what, so big, and 
the hay on the floors stuffed in their mouths 
dirt and grazes wetting up with 
blood, tears and mucus and 
 
now they were contrite, right? 
 
and so new laws passed 
to make gas sovereign 
judge gas, people gas 
 
so simple, the problem all along 
that the gas was for the people 
not people for the gas 
 
and the same with money which will now 



eat in restaurants, upright, the 
crisp twenties on date night 
 
plasticky new fivers 
in the chippy an’ all 
 
served by humans, on parole 
 
 
A Day  
 
train boys, one skins 
the other writes 
 
ruined by my environment 
I ruin my environment  
 
read, then the hum 
then rotor blades 
 
drooling manchild 
my little droney 
 
I think about relationships  
between Nazism, testosterone  
 
my stop, off, in 
and then log on 
 
the missing polystyrene cups 
inbox publication of the  
polystyrene cups, last year 
 
one came around, it just said we  
well we haven't got any spoons and 
 
turned out it was for catering 
 
really stalled  
my chinery 
 
slackjawed I gawped 
took early lunch  
 
a mass email 
'bout an event  
'bout mass email 
and mental health 
 
invite to the 
the journal sim 
symposium 
 
that reminds me 
 



the journal article that is  
never really forthcoming  
because of the damn editors 
 
but is always forthcoming, and  
because of the damn editors 
 
now pushed to the world's very end 
who cares, literal students then 
 
out, log off then 
my stop, in and 
all the stuff that you hear on trains  
 
yer ah know and 
me drinkin' arm  
 
laughter, then a long pause  
 
well fuck 'is bike 
sfucken' stupid  
 
hello, hello? Oh fuck right off 
 
sorry, was late  
I'm a bit of a cunt 
 
My eyes are open now 
Well, much more than before  
 
it's not saying much I know, but  
 
don't marry myen  
with a white bread  
under one arm 
 
sinkhole latest 
home home home home  
 
then it hits me 
general strike 
 
for general meaning 
I'm not going out there  
 
until raison d'etre 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Algo 1 
 
Calculate the Depth of a Vault of the Soul 
If Read is Soul and Interest is Depth and Years is Eternity and Rate is Time  
Read Amount, Read Eternity, Read Time 
Calculate the depth with formula depth equals amount star eternity star time backslash one 
thousand  
 
Print  
 
1111111111111111111100111111110000000000 
1111111111111111100000010000011100000000 
1111111111111100000000100000001110000000 
1111111111110000000000111000101111100000 
1111111111000000000001111000000111110000 
1111111111000001000001111000000011111100 
1111111010000011000011111111110011111111 
1111111000000011011111111111111111111111 
1100000000010111110000001111111111111111 
1000000000011111000000000000111111111111 
1000000111111111000000000000111111111111 
0011111111111111111000000001111111111111 
1011111111111111111110000001111111111111 
1111111011111111111111000011111111111110 
1000100011111111111111110001111111111100 
1000000001011111111111110001111111111100 
0000000011011111111111110001111111111100 
0000000011111111111101111111111111111100 
0000000011111111111111111111111111111000 
0000000111111111111111101111111111111000 
0000001111111111111110000000001111111000 
0000011111111111111100000000000011111001 
1000111111111111111000000000000011111111 
1101111111111111111100000000000001111111 
1111111111111111111100000000000000111111 
1111111111111111111110000100000000111111 
1111111111111111111111111100000001111111 
1111111111111111111111111100000000111111 
1111111001111111111111111000000011111111 
1111000000001111111111111111111111111111 
1100000000001111111111111111111111111111 
1000000111111111111111111111111111111111 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Algo 2 
 
please show my joy, Jay 
    my joy is equal to its quantity 
    for joy in Jay 
        if joy darts to my joy 
            my joy equals joy 
    return my joy 
 
sex in ambience  
    has its being fixed by those stuffs and thus  
        has a very  
        specific scale that is  
            determined by all those stuffs 
        take my cold  
 
please give me sex, Ess  
    my sex is equal to its quantity 
    for sex in Ess 
        if sex darts to my sex 
            my sex equals sex 
    return my sex 
 
uniform ambience  
    is determined and thus particular  
        being is at  
        at particular scales  
            but in decay and 
    and take my heat 
 
please find my love, Ell  
    my love is equal to its quantity 
    for love in Ell 
        if love darts to my love 
            my love equals love 
    return my love 
 
love is lost to cold 
    decay is a function of 
        being is useful  
        the working joy returns 
            to the same being 
    so take my heat 
 
please give me cash, Cee 
    my cash is equal to its quantity 
    for cash in Cee 
        if cash darts to my cash 
            my cash equals cash 
    return my cash 
 
the working cash it 
    returns to the same being at the 
        start of the cycle 
        hence line is integral  



            to being function 
    such as decay 
 
please null my fear, Eff  
    my fear is equal to its quantity 
    for fear in Eff 
        if fear darts to my fear 
            my fear equals fear 
    return my fear 
 
this reversible 
    cycle is zero love, lost to heat and 
    total decay  
        increases potential 
            for transition, lost 
    total decay  
 
please dull my pain, Pee  
    my pain is equal to its quantity 
    for pain in Pee 
        if pain darts to my pain 
            my pain equals pain 
    return my pain 
 
to be conserved in 
    in a reversible process and not  
    conserved in, in 
        an irreversible process  
            to take, to 
    to take my heat 
 
please hide my death, Dee, my 
    my death is equal to its quantity 
    for death in Dee, Dee  
        if death darts to my death 
            my death 
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Boxing gave Sean 
I 
discipline and a better 
way of getting respect. 
_Find out how you 
can go knife free 
at knifefree.co.uk/ 
Manchester 
 
 
Barnacle 
 
The duvet sucked into a single eye  
scans for predators and predators've been 
committed, passionate, looks out, turning  
all of the nothing into every thing 
an explorer, curious child, all ways 
big dark eye gulps out to drink it all in  
but so captured by the dream of normal 
job, house, mortgage, holidays, babies, jams 
the nothing to everything machine up and 
vast eye swelling to an inflated tear 
surface tension wobbles, impossibly long 
floods down your front, eyes screwed tight   
sad to see even that go, and all of me  
drains out through my shoes with it and I die 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Begbie's Black Dog 
 
for Guy Begbie and Lawrence Upton 
 
'another bloody autumn shows its blade' 
 
the locked foal, now awake and grasping 
autumn was prepared, it was worked, it's done  
 
the chip snouted cold shitty tossbuckets 
scan for a little suspicious desire  
mediocrity mashed for familiars  
 
'that's all the work', 'mugging us at lie point' 
 
the shadow of haunting dark dogs and death 
'tis a mere metaphor guys and gals, Guy  
 
stick with Bill by speaking all your right mind 
but brain it out big body bellow behaviour, by and by  
it leaves the paving right charged  
 
watch the base man coil and slink to long grass 
and his dogs fade  
 
into the scrape and scape 
 
 
Big  
 
A splob coupled with a full stop  
Ejection is injection, mort  
Nothing  
little about the shaking twitching dear heart  
 
Sick-unf sick-unf sick-unf  
 
cardithunk cardiathunk  
 
fibriflutt flutt flutt flutt  
‘Skull fly to feathers’ said Jeff  
 
attack describes best how it looks  
 
Rubber bag filled with blood  
 
no, skull gone leaving a peach  
stiffened up with some bone  
 
Sock, ceiling, sweat, belly pullup 
 
 
 
 
 



Bike Smash 
 
handlebar hits post BANG cards tumble out of pack  
ribs crack immediately but only arrive later 
good replaced by bad in a game of operation 
buzzer goes nose 
lights up as the other hurts recede the ribcage still stabs 
cushioned by anti-inflam 
should be called inflationaries, feel like a michelin man  
My dad broke his ribs and punctured his lungs  
floating on his levitating hospital bed full of morphine  
next to the hopeless alcoholic with not long to live 
 
 
Chant 1 
 
2008 to 2018 and no revolution in-between (repeat). 
 
 
Chant 2 
 
Ecover! Ecover! Ecover! 
 
 
Dead Structuralists 
 
Dead Structuralists 
Levi-strauss 
Jakobson 
 
Voloshinov in 1926 
 
language split from class context 
becomes mere philology 
 
then the eco actives can't  
knock up a poster without 
narcissistic bicycles 
an elderflower wank and 
a convoluted tubule 
 
dead Structuralists 
Vidal-Naquet 
Piaget 
Whorf 
Jakobson 
Sapir 
Greimas 
 
Berardi 'On poetry / finance' 
he pointedly cites Greimas' Du Sens '70 
 
dead Structuralists 
Levi-strauss 
Jakobson 



 
Momentum describe the Labour splitters 
as a 'fringe minority' of back of 
back to Blair privatisorios with  
elite tax cuts deregulation and  
 
well what's to go back to?! 
the banks are barely touched 
preserve they mean preserve 
 
dead Structuralists 
Vidal-Naquet 
Piaget 
Whorf 
Jakobson 
Sapir 
Greimas 
 
 
dirty CLEAN 
 
dirty dirty dirty dirty 
dirty dirty dirty dirty 
dirty dirty dirt idea 
there’s a world to wage 
there’s a wage to war 
wage war why are we here 
we’re want and we when war 
war and what we mean we 
what would you don’t 
what would you don’t 
believe the proud wobbly lies 
dirty wrongs are not for us 
and choose really to say 
not just say chose, no, but 
realise you say chose 
or not realise you say 
we realise we say chose 
we are the we do something some 
they are the we do nothing no 
down with the we do nothing no 
up with the something 
down with no things, yes 
what would you don’t 
what would you don’t 
will the we why we, or 
we world clean lead plastic 
plastic home it ourselves 
where business clean good and 
natural, put our way 
why shouldn’t we proudly 
parent ocean bacteria 
we the mission truly always 
redefine the UK revolution 
and redefine the US revolution 



redefine the BS revolution 
Pages 40-41 
redefine the BS CLEAN 
or redefine the CLEAN CLEAN 
redefine CLEAN CLEAN CLEAN CLEAN 
CLEAN CLEAN CLEAN CLEAN CLEAN CLEAN 
CLEAN 
 
 
Fiat Poem 
  
‘It was the last hurrah of mummification’ 
-Steven Waling  
 
Roman costumes, Roman phrases 
firism, friurn, vitri, remord, prodemic, dispitions, imaro 
 
I hear a song from the past I start weeping uncontrollably 
its name derives from the plural form of the Latin fascis and 
 
Sick Janus  
 
In ancient Rome the lictor was a civil servant and 
a bodyguard to magistrates, who held imperium 
 
Two lines of six I need two 
lines of six I need two  
 
I feel violent towards dogs and possible paranoia  
characterised by axe heads projecting from birch bundles when 
 
I have to see Universal Credit on Monday and  
 
With or without the axe  
I’m dreading seeing them  
 
I’m going to I’m going to I’m going to I’m going to 
I’m going to I’m going to I’m going to I’m going to 
 
I’ve had this nasty cold and throat but I’ve been bed ridden  
 
Two lines of six I need two 
lines of six, I need two 
 
Then I feel suicidal - well I just get a voice saying I’m 
I’m going to I’m going to I’m going to I’m going to 
 
For the last couple of weeks I just collapsed inwards with 
 
The House of Commons mace 
 
One line of six, need one 
 
Kill myself over and over kill myself over and over 
with I’m going to I’m going to I’m going to I’m going  



 
The problem with  
the tradition of dead generations  
it no longer weighs  
like a nightmare  
on the brains of the living 
 
Or even weighs like a  
German monster 
penis and testicles 
cut off and guaged 
on scales 
 
imaro, firism, friurn, vitri, remord, prodemic, dispitions 
 
The problem is  
the tradition of dead generations  
makes no impression at all  
on the brains of the undead 
 
It isn’t a joke 
 
A generation of the unteachable hanging like a necklace of corpses 
Doesn’t just relate to the elite 
doubling, tripling dollops  
of narcissistic rainbow porridge and 
 
‘All the old duds were back on the job’  
Eric said, ‘it was like a tea-party of ghosts’ 
 
Whom nothing short of dynamite  
will ever teach what century  
they are living in 
 
Men who are less useful to society  
than fleas to a dog 
 
The ruling class has decayed, lost its ability  
but not daring or ruthlessness now 
 
Men who are less useful to society  
than cancer to their lungs 
 
Ruthlessness with no ground 
ruthlessness with no body 
not even a stuffed shirt 
simply a hole in the air 
 
Rooflessness, truthlessness, prooflessness 
 
What did Allen say about the lacklove who cried in a crack in the pavement because he had 
no body? 
 
It isn’t a joke 
 



So many people have no body 
so many people have nobody 
 
Class struggle created circumstances that  
made a grotesque mediocrity strut about as a hero 
 
Ungeheure, ungeheure 
doesn’t just mean big it means gross 
as they make lies with the gross mean 
 
Johnson issues reports that  
may as well have been put out by his guts  
as by his brain 
 
First as trapped wind, then as farts 
 
Roman costumes, Roman phrases 
dispitions, imaro, firism, friurn, vitri, remord, prodemic 
 
Ananke wakes 
 
‘A nation of millions  
can be surprised and delivered  
without resistance  
into captivity by three swindlers’ 
 
Ananke sees 
 
Rentier scum 
in cells 
but not the right ones 
in cells 
like terrorists 
 
Ananke cracks out laughing  
 
First as trapped wind, then as farts 
 
Lords of disorder 
agents of chaos 
 
Archons  
in cells 
 
I haven’t been doing what I have to jobsearch wise I haven’t 
 
one line of six, need one 
 
I hear a song from the past I start weeping uncontrollably 
prodemic, dispitions, imaro, firism, friurn, vitri, remord 
 
 
 
 
 



First Bernard 
 
Hey thanks for hi fuck off  
you’re all ready to fuck off  
it’s a bit of a sleeper, that one 
 
How likely are you to recommend fuck off? 
 
I hate those Russian Dolls, they’re so full of themselves  
 
Where is the dole going? to nowhere but times two  
 
How many Elon Musks does it take to get to Mars? Fuck off 
 
So this bloke walks into a pub, and his greased football got me pregnant with kids 
 
*coughs* 
 
Why is our government not in a hurry to land our men on Mars? 
Becase what if they refuse to return? 
 
An Englishman, Irishman and I have a machine that recently injured time, granddad   
 
How many politicians does it take to change a lightbulb: Go fuck yourself, I’m not in the 
mood for jokes 
 
a fuck off and a fuck off and a fuck off go to fuck, the fuck off says fuck off and the fuck off 
asks how many fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck 
 
Was it cold in the ground this morning? 
 
I’m not in the mood for gags, I’m not in the mood for gags, I’m not in the mood for gags, I’m 
not in the mood for gags, I’m not in the mood for gags  
 
How many urban geographers does it take to read a map: Nine, one to read it, eight to critique 
different aspects of the ideology hidden in its epistemology  
 
My granddad, he liked a bath. But seriously though, he was killed in Iraq during the last war. 
Tragic. Fell out of the bathist machine gun tower. He was in a coma for a while. Face book 
dot coma 
 
 
Five Manchester transport jokes 
 
Why did the chicken cross the road? 
You're supposed to do school of motoring first motherfucker 
 
Why did the chicken cross the road? 
Get fisted Lycraman I hope you get cancer of the eyeballs 
 
Why did the chicken cross the road? 
Has anyone called an ambulance 
 
Actually it's only three  
 



Going forward guys  
 
they refused to let them on the train because  
they didn’t possess the right reservation  
 
but they couldn’t have got the reservation  
 
the office that gave them was closed  
 
then they refused to let them on the train  
because they were angry  
 
because they couldn’t have got a reservation  
 
because the office that gave them was closed  
they had him on the floor and were kicking him  
 
complaining he was complaining  
that they had him down and were kicking him  
 
you think there’s some point where  
the authorities come in and clean it up  
 
how bad does it need to get  
 
you think there’s a point where  
the homeless get so many it all clears up  
but the authorities are doing it  
 
just how bad does it need to be  
there is no limit to how bad  
 
you’re amazed that this can be happening  
in this day and age, but we see it before  
 
mid century, or ish  
and you happen to collect the furniture  
of the great era of dungeon development  
 
your problems on a par  
with your benefits and privileges  
 
but this isn’t a caste system because you can move  
 
oh now wait a minute  
she said she couldn’t and meritocracy failed  
so we knocked her down a caste or two, or three  
 
just for saying it  
 
they refused her in the atrium because  
she didn’t possess the right invitation  
 
but she couldn’t have got the right invitation  
the class that gave them was closed  



 
then they refused to let her out again  
because she was angry  
 
because she couldn’t have got a reservation  
they had her for trespassing  
 
complaining, complaining  
 
they had her on the floor  
 
major, major, and it shouldn’t be funny  
 
but you laugh and point  
eyes scrunched up  
your other hand on the belly  
 
I want to sink a knife into  
 
and so you see there’s a point where  
there is no limit to how bad  
and needs have nothing to do with it  
 
 
Hanson Gets in the Sea Part 1 
 
- for Shane Moritz 
 
American jukebox instrumental 
he launches forward, god among livestock 
for a mediterranean selfie 
 
single blue-black dot 
 
unclear if a tattoo, or mole gone bad 
but it’s a sign, of Blackbeard the Pirate 
or of Fiery Jack, or of Johnny Yen 
 
but then on the train 
 
face like facetious question mark, clap cold 
 
and now this wasn’t how it was gonna be 
how it was gonna be, baby gon’ be... 
 
single black-blue dot 
 
my first tattoo, it will just say tattoo 
as all tattoos say I have a tattoo 
it’s their primary message after all 
and after that it gets complex 
a gothic script or Helvetica sir? 
 
you don’t wanna do that do that do that 
yeah do that man no 



so do I mate, an’ I’m doing it nah 
what I used to do, talk to myself an’ 
the phone line is drinking 
 
and su nah Hanson Gits thee art tha Sea 
with nuh mewer clipped coins for ‘is swear box 
 
he nah lurches rearward, in the flat dark 
for some o’ that double knuckle skiffle 
 
- 2018 (remembering 2014) 
 
 
Hanson Gets in the Sea Part 2 
 
the apocalyptics 
sensing the future in now 
the shaman and their drugs 
not a big part of it 
no surprise, you need the wise 
men lit up, time to time 
but nah mewer fer me 
chazly bon-bon le chazeur 
the only way to 
 
 
How to Spend It seminar  
 
Watches  
 
High end double page, full bleed spreads  
 
Watches watches  
 
Vuitton ads, many at the front  
 
Watches watches watches  
 
Nature, wild, untamed, lizard, fur prints, animal tracks the outdoors  
 
Watches watches watches watches  
 
Teacher student male female, male in power, aimed at smart people  
 
Watches watches watches watches watches  
 
Could be a father or a sugar daddy, technology winking  
 
James Bond, sexed-up cold war dossier tones, grey fade, steel texture  
 
Watches watches watches watches watches watches Dating ad, cricket ball, Englishness, win 
yachts, yacht special, futures markets, future of family, passing on the watches to sons  
 
Watches watches watches watches watches watches watches  
 



Properties at the back, Holland Park three million six hundred seventy thousand and one 
hundred pounds,  
 
SW7, two million two hundred and thirty five thousand six hundred and eighteen pounds, W8 
Four million fifty four thousand and four hundred and twenty seven pounds  
 
Watches watches watches watches watches watches watches watches  
 
- Wigan, 2018 
 
 
I Had a Talk with my Canon  
 
oh but sir I am very late, because I didn’t know there was  
 
something I didn’t know  
and I didn’t know that I didn’t know there was  
something I didn’t really know about  
 
I was ten years late, now I am fifteen  
 
I fully expect to be a score more  
good citizen, bad, I already know  
and now I have got those badges to wear  
 
before it smashes darn tut deeps agin  
ah but now I don’ always write like that  
because I don’t always speak like it, no  
 
don’ talk to me about finding my voice  
 
Whitehead said that man got soul with language  
my student said, ‘he means the chicks an’ all’  
but the poets come out after the sharks  
convenient, you want poets who do more  
 
to do much less  
 
writing, it is like a game of hangman  
but you’re more dead  
with each of the letters you get right  
 
Pat called all those polite litterateurs  
BARKING and that was well back in 2004  
two years later, as everything crashed in  
 
it was madder  
 
a decade later, certifiable  
 
Be Direct, Blunt  
 
form and strategy serving directness  
even if the form and strategy is  
 



not always blunt  
 
in 2018 attack the crisis  
at its virus and at its crass symptoms  
 
I’d rather risk some sixth form poetry  
even scrike out in some infantile bawl  
than meander in all the abstract glue  
 
right now, right now  
 
see how I feel in 2019, or  
if I am or any of us are here...  
but now I do need to write a lot, right?  
 
because I’m late  
 
oh but miss I am very late, because I didn’t know there  
 
were things like that outside  
and I didn’t know that I didn’t know that you could do  
all of those things inside as well  
 
maybe I lacked all good role models  
and parenting  
 
my classmates and  
 
their hard punk names, then their fly hip hop names  
 
then porn star names  
resistant dip inversely corresponds  
 
to rising sads  
 
‘my ex-classmates kids’, I too, cry for thee  
 
winny twins, bazzy wise and goddy wise  
they sound like gurus, but it really  
had everything to do with underpants  
 
but don’t even begin to consider  
a night in which all of the cows are black  
before the night in which all night is night  
or the al-night in which the allnighter  
 
is full of cows  
 
squiddy, chased by a giant tomato  
across the park  
‘get out Trevor’, she said, mushroom season  
 
sir I am late, ‘cause I ended up in  
a factory, like you told me to, now  
just get a job, oh just any old job  



that’s why I am late for your English Lit  
 
see see see see  
 
how difficult, to use this language now  
 
but I’d rather be jeered at in the street  
than to not try  
 
miss, but I didn’t know that you could say no  
sir, I didn’t think those people could say yes  
 
to folk like me  
 
I thought they would get walled up if they did  
although most often they don’t say yes, no...  
and they don’t really say no either  
 
it’s just this miraculous thing happened  
 
but don’t ever call that justice  
or I will spit right in your face  
 
 
I, Sanest 
 
they get into your time and so you need a bard 
and they get into your space with polite time chats 
and then they screw into your brain a boundary 
and what then, they hover like drones right at the cusp 
and what will they then pour into the hole, trouble 
and it mixes with grey, makes gurgle with agon 
and gurgle cleans out the cranium with agon 
and the mandible, so you better bring the bard 
before you’re scattered across craters of trouble 
in trenches of time and a black mudslide of chats 
peppered with backtalk, but they rise over the cusp 
rise up with the corpses, over the boundary 
dig in the edge of lingo, at the boundary 
they shatter talk with hoity charges of agon 
click back the jaws of a snap trap, police the cusp 
keep your stories dry, they emerge out of walls, bard 
walk through closed doors, so watch and calibrate your chats 
as they deliver the brag bomb, the last trouble 
the silence grenade replies with empty trouble 
evasively sucks in the full point boundary 
takes chunks out your being, stories do work and chats 
courtly dance, dissemble, anecdote timed to agon 
limbs lying on stripped floors, the sick rhetoric bard 
sophisticate a rough barbed liar at the cusp 
the cultured show their teeth, upturned fishook, word cusp 
roadside improv devices of truck talk trouble 
see-thru crimes in the time of detonating bards 
shell filled with nails into posts at the boundary 
his foot blown off by a phrase of purest agon 



back flayed off by rage pixels, vitriol chat 
the big syllable is coming to clean the chats 
white light exclamation is coming from the cusp 
apoplectic heatstorm, fugue of infinite agon 
end of skull melt puncture her half life trouble 
end loosening sentences, big boundary 
and end of fatwax argot and carbon shadow bard 
 
ignored to death, she just fell apart, agon chats 
concussive blast he just gave up, at the bard cusp 
insinuated to grave, troubled boundary 
 
 
It doesn’t work like 
 
a car chase 
taken off the case ‘cause it got personal 
but pursued in his own time 
shoot out 
killed the wrong guy 
finally gets his man 
when you are sold out by the 
messiah frauds you follow round in your mind 
as your body does other tasks like 
line manage 
dispense reprimands 
I will laugh right in your face 
But it doesn’t work like that either 
silent seething 
hate rays 
and the odd 
TEEN STATION STABBING 
It works like that, it does 
 
 
Ken’s Prayer 
 
Homage to Ferlinghetti acknowledged 
 
My father, his art in watercolour 
Kenneth be his name 
Thy semi has come 
thy fence will be done 
at the back, like it is at the front 
This is this day our daily day 
And he gave me cameras 
and bicycles and money 
when shit was tight 
And led me not into nonsense 
but delivered me from Spivdom 
For thine is the freedom 
and The Spivdom to The Gory 
for ever and ever, oh man 
 
 



Lingo of Chumpland 
 
in Chumpland Lingo 
 
they say down there is 
a deep pool of stupid  
so come on down there with me 
the rent on the shore of stupid is cheap 
and tax is token if you want to drink 
drink deep, drink long, forget 
and gaze hard until you see  
an attractive opportunity 
 
Lingo of Chumpland 
in Chumpland Lingo 
 
Email Address SIGN UP 
Enjoy the BEST deals, tips, tricks 
and make a will for free 
 
like them your newborn for a 
spinal stem manager 
HOW DID YOU RATE US out of 
 
Lingo of Chumpland 
in Chumpland Lingo 
 
to get up there there’s a lift made of gold and  
some Russian security 
 
Lingo of Chumpland 
in Chumpland Lingo 
 
steep is the view from the top of moron 
and the air is thin if you need to think 
think think, think think, think think 
 
point down there at the deep pool of stupid  
and some underground society 
 
Lingo of Chumpland 
in Chumpland Lingo 
 
think think, think think  
think think  
 
ref fidget, stay flatline 
early deaths are revolutionary  
 
but air is thin and I need a drink 
the bars have been built and the  
the brewery’s filled and the 
stupid down there is cheap 
 
drink deep, drink long, forget 



and gaze hard until you  
until you until you  
 
can take me to the bride for  
a MASSAGE and then we 
woke to the bridge with a 
 
Lingo of Chumpland 
in Chumpland Lingo 
 
Mobile Number NAME down 
Do BEST kinetic pharma 
rate your hidden BRIDE and no UPFRONT or 
or hidden ghost fees and 
 
and then drive until you  
until you, until you 
until you, until you 
until you  
 
get up there there 
up there there 
 
Lingo of Chumpland 
in Chumpland Lingo 
 
 
Mancunia 
 
we Mancunia we built this city on  
 
here you can pack a room standing for avant garde poetry 
a city better than the capitol and second city 
you can go to a Thursday art opening and someone there 
 
will actually speak to you and you will know who they are  
and people aren't just cynically trying to stack up cash  
well not all of them at least and the ones who are well now they 
 
they all have the evil eye on them with a hex to follow 
the place where the yan te loven sticks and your pride it doth slide 
teflon town, if you think you are better than the rest of us 
 
you better get out of town now, run run run to the regions 
but right here the dialectic turns underwards cos this town 
it isn't ever big enough for the one of me  
 
Mancunia where the bullshit is called Myth 
Mancunia pavements made of Radical 
but they're just reactions to exploitation 
psychic warfare and abuse that gets called Myth 
 
we built this city on Mancunia we 
actually we didn't that was some other  
poor bastard built this city built this city 



 
the co-ops were acts of desperation 
the trade unions acts of desperation 
suffragettes actors of desperation 
the chartists actors of desperation 
then afterwards it is claimed as a choice 
 
now we get desperation by actors 
or at least by Maxine Peake or you know 
poetry by some arseholes and dickheads 
 
Mancunia I love you the best place  
the only place not like the other place 
 
there's no place like this place 
so this must be the place  
 
well Doreen Massey well  
I emailed her, she laughed  
dropped dead within three years 
 
Mancunia where the men are the men and  
the women are in topless handjob back joints 
 
I want to roast the men who are men  
feed them all the men who are not men 
 
Mancunia I love you the best place  
the only place not like the other place 
 
Mancunia mothers saunter to crack dens  
before the church food bank and yummy mummies 
only signify in relation to this 
 
I want to roast yummy mummies 
and then feed them all to crack whores 
 
Mancunia stealing phones from 
migrant safe house volunteers and 
then running to the crack den that 
police haven't the ability 
or inclination to shut so  
so ask for the phone and get it 
case closed, justice as just is, this 
 
someone's always playing corporation games 
but don't write us off the page built this city  
 
don't you remember don't you remember  
remember what John remember what John 
 
Mancunia I love you the best place  
the only place not like the other place 
 
Mancunia the Muslim in 



the brothel by the former church 
become community centre 
after the mosque right next to the 
the crack den and the handjob place  
 
Mancunia talentless Scrimge called Talented 
I want to roast the talentless called Talented 
then feed them all to the bus drivers with onions 
 
Mancunia activists hacked trolled harrassed 
as senior politicos hide rape in skips 
 
Mancunia I love you the best place  
the only place not like the other place 
 
Mancunia where nothing is done properly  
but even that gets called radical groovy fuck 
 
Mancunia I love you the best place  
the only place not like the other place 
 
you're tempted to think there's no such thing as an office worker 
here now anymore, my mid morning shit, your mid morning hit 
the old singers, money, new generations are not born here 
 
no its youth sick them up whole on the pavements of M1, in one 
yes harsh marsh, on Friday and Saturday night, harsh marsh, harsh marsh  
they bust out of Accident and Emergency swearing and 
 
a can in one hand and a dead man's iPhone in the other 
with each new arrival, with each brand new way of stuffing some 
swear words into other swear words into some pejorative 
 
descriptions of your kinship status, subject line 'your mam' 
the island had collapsed a little further into the sea 
birthing table slathered and slatterned slime the neogoogoo 
 
full scandalous proof of breast and sexuality conjoined 
wailing eastern harpies midwifery under a sod of earth  
in a buried place not in the self but behind a loose brick  
 
that anyone could notice and just tip loose taking yr soul 
in a grave but no rebirth cause he'll be back in a month and 
this could be the last time this could be the last time maybe the  
 
Mancunia it isn't anarchist  
 
go suck someone else's tit you perambulating nightmare 
 
 
Night Sweats 
 
short bursts of sharp panic leap out of long looping lines of worry all night torment  
night sweats 
polar flashes fear and lazy rivers of no answer with no sea to get to 



at last 
it runs into a lake and you gladly drown, last non sequitur fading cold blue 
 
fact sweats  
online culture wars are strongly connected to identity and belonging  
cog seeds 
why we will 'dictatorship proleteriat' version like distended bellies  
feel why  
on impossible ideas, competences belonging momentarily  
 
railway mad  
developing language competences and finally fucking and reproducing  
classify 
but our limits have shrunk when psychoanalysis is not at the edge of see why 
gaze to glaze 
after decades of anger, watch as commons are stripped and sold off by most privileged 
 
splinter eye focuses 
universals equal limits to body and the symbolic limits  
enters exploration  
take a journey through space and time, a not straightforward linear journey 
 
shows fragmentation  
cognitive limited and demarcated by surface frontiers of body  
how did we get here  
status as bipedal peripatetic subject in capitalist world  
'we' have to push through stage 
universities and sickness from pissing, shot from the outside consciousness  
next speculation  
ideo-eo-eo, fill media space and empty units like gas 
 
survey identification 
struggling up the road under a ton of cumbersome ideas 
saturation picture bombing 
a constellation journey from crash to a freeze frame of decade 
 
why is it that knowing night sweat is night sweat doesn't stop night sweat 
 
take heed of the night sweats, don't pass off as sickness  
splinter eye focuses and shows fragmentation  
and a revolution made out of revenge can  
never be done for everyone, it is a fact 
 
For Most, Not All is not For All, Not Some and there's 
there's an honesty at least, as we sit and wait 
for tables to turn and it is so very late 
but sense of delayer fades, how did we get here  
 
in this changing loop with no exit roads at night  
sweats are the best metaphor for everything, not  
the other way around, same problems, no answers 
 
last glimpse of a world unwarped by what will warp it  
before struggling up the road under a ton of 
cumbersome ideas, and cerebral palsy  



scatter of negatives, evidence I exist  
 
and an open poem to me and to my time  
brazen ideas come from mad station lurkers  
don't look in universities or government  
rhapsody, sentimental drifting imagery  
 
only know what pattern our era allows us  
until the next stage tears the hull right out with a 
sound like the Canada geese in mating season 
which sounds like a dead car yielding to the crusher 
 
jarring pleasurable shriek the logical rug  
momentarily torn out and then back to a  
watery permanesia, the new solid 
is the new fluid, one main piece of evidence 
 
total surety, all eras, temporary  
political is not online, culture wars and 
online culture wars are not citizenship and 
online culture wars are strongly connected to  
to identity and belonging and night sweats  
night sweats, after all, are places for the excess 
 
or 'we' have structurally 
Revolution was still wet 
is a very excessive 
 
readjusted and then 
the stage vee and ex would  
probably coldly write  
it all up and why then 
will version dictator 
 
as Stalin went madder  
and madder and madder  
bullet dispensed into  
his dear wife's dear heart dear  
anniversary of  
 
of the October  
statement to make, but 
like a distended  
again and now it 
 
becomes starving  
a sign they were  
about to ship 
 
prole and  
then by 
 
by her  
own hand  
if 



No Net  
 
knows the city well enough to do that  
but doesn’t know himself well enough not to  
 
so pull over the dub curtain now  
you can listen at the other side  
 
come be the virus baby yeah  
and the fucking time transgresses  
 
and its arse, anyway a girl  
number fucks, get in a she  
 
now to this, that there’s just  
the last phones, the will dope  
 
another virus  
 
finger it again  
 
with its becoming  
 
being the last  
a one time that  
 
being the last  
and isn’t risks  
 
that sucks his  
one time that  
 
booze, cock  
last booze  
 
and will  
no will  
 
yesno  
 
noyes  
yes  
 
- 2018 (remembering 2011) 
 
 
Nostril Man  
 
bad barian, briefcase wanker 
unhappy gums, dripping finger 
tube up the nose 
 
raging nostril teeth 
raging nostril man 
 



sad bone busted by gee force  
farting zombie pace dripping  
 
ravenous eyes leaking grey mist 
performs own alienation 
 
sapping bits here and there and then  
all your there and then drained away 
future time and present time sapped  
 
murder you up by taking your time 
 
 
Nuit, o’ Love  
 
Evolution, The Whole Story, in the canteen  
 
Does evolution know it has a story?  
does evolution know  
does evolution  
 
Do you know evolution has a story?  
do you know evolution  
do you know  
do you  
do 
 
 
Of, People's Republic 
 
claps and claptrap served daily in the clap trap 
for that guy and the one next door 
posturing progressives but just two kinds of  
evangelists and his sports car 
to the university of up there, from the 
 
mid century council house 
crawling with burglars 
and ethics  
 
Kat Lee at a Republic pavement table  
looks like she does with her clothes off  
that is like her sister Kit with her clothes on 
they enact sex with each other  
as men push their penises up their anuses 
 
millennial pavement tent 
in crawls the buggered 
and ethics 
 
but hey don't worry we never moralise 
about the uncleared doldrums of 
yourself help yourself help yourself help yourself 
to dollops of smugness mountain 
as men push their tongues right up your brainusses 



 
crawling with ethics crawling with ethics crawling with ethics 
 
figuratively speaking though, it's to say 
it is only in sentences 
by sentencing like this this is sentencing 
evangelists in hair sports cars 
where men thrust gearsticks forward to unfuture  
 
come friendly novichok 
 
 
Our Lady of Stockholm  
 
and the right  
it looks four nine  
 
The question the  
dollar question  
 
and here I am  
that uhm and uh  
good at my job 
and I came across 
in the I have to 
English in German  
 
the structure is not that  
the okay that’s going 
I welcome any such  
translates the uh-huh or  
 
if it is spacely 
 
I got bronzing unit fit 
at that time and you know still  
is uhm, again, not that good  
and yes, that he’s not included  
to see, started in the eighties  
 
I was wondering how random 
I never heard of it before  
of all the books and um and uh  
everything is always timely 
awareness of my space in it  
 
including those that miss listening  
nothing and everything all at once 
the frame speaks not the universal whole  
uhm, forms without that much formality  
the heavenly bodies huge translations  
in the perspective of eternity  
 
doesn’t fall, listen, the anguish, innocent  
and when the electric switch on, switch on 



the heavenly bodies, huge translations  
a constellation of all the broken lamps 
 
which pull your torn mind map in through your smashed eyes 
she raised a nothing of any great substance  
it was an extraordinary compartment  
 
with the uhm-uh scheduler and on the uhm  
completed towards all having their purchase  
 
uhm the frame speaks not the universal whole, uhm 
uhm forms without that much formality and uhm  
 
everything is timely if it is spacely 
it was an extraordinary compartment with  
 
uhm my head at the top, feet at the bottom uhm 
awareness of space, nothing, everything at once 
the expansion is of space and so filled with stars 
that the heavenly bodies are huge translations  
inscribed in the perspective of eternity  
 
uhm even bright chrome is invisible in this  
the council of the day is not the night council  
 
to take time between is to swim the galaxy 
 
a constellation of all of the broken lamps 
pulls your living brain out through empty eye sockets 
 
each subsequent second more shattered than before 
and when the electric switch on switch on switch on 
 
he is transmitted into the seat of the dead  
my head at the top, feet at the bottom and comfort 
 
I started way back in nineteen eighty, yes and uh  
destructive, that will be the defeat of the defeated  
 
The council of the day is not the council of the night  
the vast expansion is of space, so it is filled with stars  
 
and between to take the time is to measure the galaxy 
yeah right, yeah by being last automatically, Yes Dear 
 
and the whole bit, thank you very much yes, but how are you doing 
even its bright chrome is invisible in this no colour, no light 
 
in each subsequent second more shattered than the one that preceded it 
 
 
Pincer Movement  
 
They try to catch you, between plus and minus  
The yesno claw  



 
Nothing something, dead live, past present present  
future gone here  
 
But they are just abstracts and do not pinch like  
weak strong, poor rich  
 
Struggling or not, and negative positive  
 
down up da fort  
 
Not friendly friendly  
not working working  
Illiterate literate, tolerant not  
 
healthy and fucked  
 
Naive cynical, inexperienced ex  
got, lost, or now  
animal human, reptile mammal, evil cold hot 
 
 
Political Content Removed  
 
thankyou for all your hard work  
in labour, dying is toil  
we are sending out the squads 
to fill up the potholes 
 
'I'm all in it together', Dan 
and yeah some of them came back 
but others were swallowed by the sinkholes  
some are living in the cracks  
 
evict cloned metropolitan, cloven palmetto crett 
codal inception voltmeter, contemplative coin retold  
 
garbled radio message, 'no we're never coming back'  
to ask where that, don't ask where, no, just don' ask  
 
nobody mention wells, I mean the writer, not the 'ole 
seems like an admission, that we've been robbing you for years 
 
tinned taproom collective, deviant pimento collect  
into colder contemplative, impend corvette collation  
 
why's everything led me to this, I started in analysis   
lady in Notting Hill, deceptive Milton colorant 
 
she said there was nothing, that  
I made her believe in souls 
 
by showing her none and only that  
the driver waits outside 
 



giving proof by lack, et sous les pavés la void  
  
but know that we trust that   
that deep pool of human, well  
 
the stupidity down there, and  
where was I, ah thanks for, well 
 
well, we are nearly there well 
just don't ask where that is, well 
 
well there we nearly are, well 
we haven't a clue, well  
 
it's ideological 
sorry necessary, not  
 
just don't ask where the well is 
 
is finally paying off 
for working politicians 
living far far from this place 
 
and the twists and turns of getting on a bus, saying 'no money'  
to the driver's face 
 
you say striver, you say skiver, you say grafter, an' say idler 
to ask where that, don' ask where, no, just don't ask  
 
but why are they allowed to, deliver a budget, to only families and shops 
that should disqualify, but it's a lie and they're 
making it for fops   
 
for general spivs, 'unashamedly for few' 
well that says there might be shame 
political content remo 
 
 
Pretend Anarchist  
 
The problem I have  
with middle class cunts like you  
is that you still manage to piss me off  
with your posturing  
 
Rebel without an Aga  
diva without a cause  
 
Witless preposterous cretinous imbecile  
antisocial surfer on the scum of the world  
evolve a vertebrae and look us in the eye  
 
The problem I have  
with middle class cunts like you  
is that you still manage to judge other people  



on their ability to do a day job  
despite not being able to do a day job  
 
‘Bad for my mental health’ he said  
 
Or the night jobs  
and I’ve done some o’ those an’ all  
Blabbermouth, disambiguation is required  
 
a megaloblastic disinhibited pest  
‘radical’ means ostentatious do-as-you-please  
 
But the problem I have  
with middle class cunts like you  
is that you still manage  
 
 
Round One, Chomsky vee Jakobson  
 
Foxes are selectively bred  
so the aggressive traits recede  
 
Their facial features get cuter  
 
Or do we read the outward signs  
of genetic spectrums that way  
in the domestic dog, then fox  
 
Questions for semiology  
 
Like the fact, and it is a fact  
in fact it is a hard fact-fact  
 
That the word shoe  
is intrinsically funny  
but shoes is not  
 
The single shoe hilarious  
a pair banal  
 
Taking words right back to The Word,  
Joe said, he’s right  
 
Boiling it right down to the nib  
but not the nub  
 
That deepest claw mark on your back  
the last poem  
 
To have put on a metal plate  
 
final canto  
 
And then buried deep in the ground  
 



for the post-ants  
Who won’t understand it at all  
doesn’t mean he’s wrong  
 
But your words can be stolen by  
spirit stealers  
With their Christian names, like Christian  
 
or like Brian, but never Joe  
Cause Joe has got more ideas  
than he can use  
 
And more fool you, as Lydon said  
for having just one idea  
and that was somebody else’s 
 
 
Samatta Jean 
 
you might think libido’s the problem 
the kids do crimno, not socio oh 
an’ that there Lyotard 
the switch from the taming force 
economy to morals 
and from pleasure, unto death 
now you know enough, not to talk all that stuff 
bad blind algorithm, the good ol’ Judge 
and that there Godard 
not sous les pavés la plage nor 
under the pavement, the void 
but in the void, is the street 
and that Sartre there 
well he couldnae keep it in ‘is pants, yer 
might think libido’s the problem, but 
that it’s civilised is 
you can’t afford psychoanalysis 
an the poly stuff is table din 
yet still you strut it 
like you’re over a border 
but you aren’t an’ because 
yer cyarn afford psychoanalysis, 
but neither then can I 
the need for sleep, it brings forth the horror 
but what if horror’s bodies 
that give you no peace 
or a sleep of reason, produces monsters 
but the monsters are reason 
that give you no sleep 
 
- 2018, Marseille 
 
 
 
 
 



Samatta John  
 
riddle me this, the knot made of an untyin’, the knot made of an untyin’, riddle me this 
by Toutatis  
The year is 2019 BC, and one small isle of indomitable Briton, still holding out with its 
major persecutory delusions, minor schizoaffective disorders, an’ total querulous paranoia 
with no fix to git  
the knot made of an untyin’, riddle me this, the knot made of an untyin’  
shut the fahn up, hear out the embassy, on thier process for the sad withdawdle  
how the deceased lay their most awful claim, on the occasion of the present decay  
this fahnin’ isle, its fuckin’ bees an’, to negotiate some exit deal, or  
in the great white mirror of this screwup, what follows, if we disallow of this?  
largest potent, economic impact, of the war for war and the blood for blood 
on London an English economies  
the controlment for controlment sake 
so please answer, I implore Europa 
in the short, middle an’ longish run  
on management of three kingdoms, in one  
the magnitude o’ these effects unknown 
the fearful bloody issue arbitrate 
the spleen and vapours, five scenarios 
Investment, Migrants, Labour an’ Trade  
riddle me this, the knot made of an untyin’, riddle me this, the knot made of an untyin’  
some enquiry into that nutty sprawl, our domestic affairs an’ sea and sea  
sovereignty of space, the tips o’ their tongues  
short term contracts, no Contrat Sociale  
no enquiry of time and here they are blind 
  
nah by strong possession, much more than yewer right  
else it goes fahnin’ wrong wi’ me an’ thee  
English labour force, productivity  
the knot made of an untyin’, riddle me this  
four fahnin’ freedoms, the win-win, lose-win 
win-lose, lose-lose but  
the four liberties, soft, semi-hard, hard and very  
there’ll be toys abroad and more anon  
the water-walled bulwark an’ still secure, didn’t nah we used modellin’ no more  
The knot made of an untyin’, riddle me this 
reasons for makin’ void and annulling, the fraudulent and usurious  
which the multitudes an’ unhappy were drawn in 
to the ruin o’ themsels an’ all  
these fahnin’ frauds to wit they gave the rise  
many a husband lay down in those grov’lin’ lies  
riddle me this, the knot made of an untyin’, riddle me this  
offerin’ our all weather solutions, why not appeal, to double majesty  
for by this knot thou shalt surely tie  
deal seats, mission creep or die 
for as little as a pound nah you can ‘elp to save our ailin’ land  
broken services, nah mewer fer the old, yet   
this friendly treaty, of a threatened ‘and 
skip to main content, subscribe, find a job, which we - and nahs God - turned t’other way 
this advantage, this vile-drawin’ bias, this sway of motion, This Commodity  
cool and congeal agin to what it will be  
our colours do return in the same hand, but prevented by t’other gentlemen, of bein’ inland  
o’ England, thou hast not saved the drop one 



givin’ account of the rise and progress, of the sinkin’ fund  
food and bev’rages, stingy wranglers, dinner spongers, beef beggars, cock teasers, pan sops, 
drawer biters, saveloy sucks 
in this lewd hot trial, rather more lost  
and by this hand I do nah swear, some o’t Chemicals and Cosmetics there 
can sway the earth this climate overlooks  
riddle me this, the knot made of an untyin’, the knot made of an untyin’, riddle me this  
personal services recreation, nah by the sky that hangs o’er our ‘eads 
it must come to fall on them  
short-term uncertainty, I like it well, twill decrease over time  
shall we not knit our powers and net 
while the world’s not a farthin’ to rub 
makes your son a macro shadow, drawn in a flattering excel of eye 
the orderin’ of impacts, and so then 
shat back in a frownin’ brow 
marf like a fahned-up dunwagon 
or whatever Catullus said  
district ‘alved, then detonated 
cultural ‘ub quartered in ‘er ‘art  
Usury! Usury! Usury!  
idiot composit, nutter scaleup, the same purpose-changin’ Lothario 
that broker still breaks the pate of faith 
passportin’ that daily vowbrake spiv   
Usury! Usury! Usury! 
the knot made of an untyin’, riddle me this  
riddle sa nah, don’ play the dint wi’ me  
riddle, riddle, waft that tune, secure a composit not  
the stink of impact on a place so sold 
broker services, the fucken fahneye told  
by in ger land fix prurient west, in whose ear the knot an’ content 
but it beggars tha’ choice - become a fiery theme - usurious petrola, an other schemes 
but are thus bothered an’ knot time, fahning space settled, ne’er the untyin’ 
an’ ah shall nah knit, for sa thee  
‘arve come up off t’pot in tut street  
oh the arbiteur o’ the alley  
with his remorse  
for some saveloy king, farv be tut sea  
riddle, riddle, deceased hard  
the earth dat gave them made them rise 
 
sons o’ birthrights, win me contracts, an did me scenarios 
did well, did well, did well, did well  
well did, well did, well did   
riddle, riddle, well expected, shat tha negociat hell  
the bev’rages do thar scalin’ 
up nah in publick, plainly untyin’, passportin’ bart thier lies  
o’er wi’ nah more frownin’  
thar merry hangs, hang it prard 
pride like the void, speedy to bank   
scars arr in tha’ lee, lookup an’ less an’ 
less an’ less an’  
used publick confidence, ye...   
Usury! Usury! Usury! 
undisgust dungwag 
pisses interest  



an tha’ fortunes swar, o’er thier  
an o’er thar, an o’er thar an o’er thar 
did small time breaks for liddle ol’ me  
sops direct o’ tha hand, points possession o’ ye 
smashes it in, this English o’erswell 
an the browntown untyin’ news  
laddie no fall  
puttin’ ‘er aht action 
no yet we must, we ‘ave wide weather  
twill major bluster thar ‘ub all ‘broad  
union jack of all trainers, tis done, tis done, tis done 
tis done, tis done, tis done, tis done 
done an’  
deal tongues bind this knot nah riddle this, nah no riddle nah  
well done, well done, well done, well done 
- god nutter it awl 
well done, well done, well done 
 
 
Second Bernard 
 
A woman went to the anarcho-syndicalist collective to try to join 
The general secretary tells her: It's people like you we want here 
Here's a test. There's a revolver, go out and shoot six tories and a rabbit 
The woman asks: 'Why do I have to shoot the rabbit?' She was accepted immediately 
 
I've seen comedians die on stage 
 
What's black and doesn't work? 
Bernard Manning's kidneys 
 
A Jew, a Pakistani and an African walk into a pub 
They hear Bernard Manning's dead and they laugh 
 
At his death and the unlikeliness of finding themselves in that pub 
 
How are you? Having a night out with nice people? 
Isn't this better than swinging from the trees? 
 
You're a man, I'm not 
Do you think gender makes a difference? 
You fucking bet it does 
 
They actually think they're male because they were born that way 
That means if a dog's born in a stable, it's a horse 
 
They used to be happy people in the stables 
Singing their dicks off day and night 
A fella used to go around with a whip 
 
One young kiddy on cake cried all the water out of his body 
Just imagine how his mother felt 
It's a fucking disgrace 
 
Two elderly white working class went women to Blackpool 



Beach. Deckchairs. A streaker ran by 
One had a stroke but the other couldn't reach 
 
 
Sing 
 
Sing to me of unheard unheroic wrath 
 
I will write those who do not hear  
into a glamour that lasts a thousand years  
 
Feel it coming from the future  
to destabilise your present  
 
All you who have made this thus, for 
 
You know that we know that they know  
and that we know that they know that we know they  
 
It is not a good type of recognition 
for you who have made it thus far 
 
But we begin here, in the middle and are 
never at the start or the end 
 
How to hack a path when there are 
no maps or friends 
 
 
Some Roast Poet 
 
[was Untitled 11]  
 
You say you always wanted better for me  
but now as we get older  
you say you want worse  
 
Now I’m doing this  
a whole book that I paid to write and the three  
I paid for the print as well  
 
And the four chapters  
the scores of papers  
 
Sixteen Open Democracy articles  
and his dad, the Scottish laird  
Bet Sinclair charges  
‘Lend me a fiver’, I asked  
 
he didn’t see the funny side  
or even reply  
 
The proper immortal stuff pissed in the sink  
just to get some books to read  
 



A million reviews  
they say ‘ah he’s game’  
 
Or at least will go gamey  
 
 
Something American Happened 
 
Even though we all thought that it happened after the war 
 
Ayn Rand at last lied her way in 
even though we all thought that in the eighties again, but 
 
von Hayek and his slick back do 
even the Barber believes in the rewards of the game 
 
People lie in doorways dying 
half the drifters by care, half don’t 
a fraction want to spit at them 
 
Sartre wrote about the waiter  
with the towel over his arm, the becoming-waiter 
now it’s practiced  
proudly 
 
N4 arr, N4 arr  
not enough contactless  
N4 arr  
 
mad caff gaff with an old cottage dresser  
covering up the ole door 'ole  
light fittings look like insect-o-cutors 
 
 the-di-sector 
 deci-m8-or 
 sin-e-rator 
 
everything resignifies, or  
time forces meaning to bend, like light does through water and  
 
dog streets strewn about with lost hates 
the grey ice cream van turns into a paedo ambulance 
 
but it’s way past meaning for the  
dissolving victori-edwardi brick crush mush and yet  
 
blue ‘n’ yellow graffiti shines 
the euro car parks into spaces of hope and mourning  
 
N4 arr, N4 arr 
not enough contactless  
N4 arr  
 
the fulminating dandruff wheatgerm dickhead bleats in the 
time of dashian arseheels 



 
Something American Happened 
the-di-sector 
 
Ayn Rand at last lied her way in 
deci-m8-or 
 
von Hayek won his bleary war 
sin-e-rator 
 
 
Stumpfinger 
 
the face is a hole behind plasterboard 
one big finger, at the end of each arm 
a giant morbid nail and fork tongue flicks 
 
Stumpfinger feels your face  
Stumpfinger finds your cracks 
 
that there is nailed to that then and that then's 
rooted in a fabricated past and  
rotted in imaginary presents 
 
where it collapsed through the floor and then it 
fell through ten more, on the congregation 
 
sweet cool breeze of done with it do now come  
to reventilate my beautiful life 
 
Meanwhile  
 
1. Stumpfinger angry because thing bad 
Stumpfinger scream because you said thing bad 
Stumpfinger really think thing is good 
it's just that the thing is bad (go to 1.) 
 
 
That story…  
 
That story, coming back the other way, on a random  
week night, in New Street Station  
 
I totally agree with you on this  
it is a divided country  
class, ethnicity, generational  
 
Just how much locally-specific do you need  
 
with your water, sanitation, food, shelter, clothing,  
medical services, transport, jobs, education?  
 
Now the flip into the competition  
 
now we’re all unsustainable  



but more sustainable than next door  
 
Provincial, administered corrupt moralised  
 
I don’t know what relocalising power or locally specific  
 
means, I don’t think you do either  
 
The future is oh Jesus really?  
back to the nineteenth century  
and the history of early welfare  
 
Then it becomes an anti-capitalist thing  
 
by localising do you mean removing global finance from  
 
the picture, if so it’s a false chase  
 
This rich hippie claiming she’s a peasant  
everyone unsustainable  
but some are, some are much more than others  
 
What’s missing in all this is uncertainty  
and you can’t put uncertainty back into certainty like that  
without ever mentioning it  
 
The local is created everywhere  
by the global and vice versa  
why is community always cutchy  
 
What is this sudden glowing figure the peasant  
 
offered like a bucolic vision of the shepherd, in bible  
stories, or the classical idyll  
 
Berger got harder the older he got  
but by far too black and white  
his peasant romanticism isn’t something  
 
Do you really want to make everything?  
bread, butter, shoes, houses, when would you do your art  
then, artist, is that an unalienating step too far?  
 
Global finance rips things to shreds, but I still don’t get this  
I don’t understand why I was invited to host this talk at  
all, I turned it down once but they insisted...  
 
It is really just a bit silly  
localism isn’t a box of stuff  
you can open and apply to a town  
 
Do a sickie, vomit in the bin, no use, fingers...  
 
If I just leave them to it and nod a lot and make mmm  
noises maybe nobody will notice, maybe...  



 
We’re at the locally lost of Gradgrind  
It rags backwards, the global Brexit But  
 
We then do the sixth and win with  
a Britain fantasy clearance, choose here  
 
Did he really paraphrase Orwell  
or even an Ecover ad  
 
I’d rather you used ‘indigenous’  
at least then I can hit you really hard  
 
- Birmingham, 2018  
 
 
The Day You Broke Up 
 
prescription dread to iPhone permanesia 
the sofa said bulbs to duvet melancholy 
to flashlight content, shirts, suitcases 
humiliating screw, regretful 
overconfident mementos 
still infatuated curtains 
found pictures, scissors to pen and 
computer irritated, bored 
made your mugs hurt to the glasses 
come bitter linens to candles 
horrified telephone towel 
jealous gait, eager lick stamp 
no taste, tongue wanting and numb 
disoriented, cautious 
humiliated, pity 
mops, tables, ironing, blinds 
containers called guilty nick 
fired, on different plastic 
resentful socks, rugs that dig 
aggravated TV plants 
the day you broke up 
came to the locale 
paper on the couch 
you were disgusted 
call in the concern 
disappointed files 
calendar flatware 
curious cushions 
under the light 
hateful, confused 
table alarmed 
centre scene plates 
felt used, annoyed 
amused toaster 
helpless, careless 
looks disgraced 
cabinet 



shocked to see 
used china 
to paintings 
cup smoke 
and thought 
sad toys 
taken 
gone 
now swishing delight, optimistic trainers 
indifferent light and then the open street 
 
- 2018 (remembering early 2014) 
 
 
The Unspeakable 
 
eating, shitting, shelter, privacy, predators  
call me old fashioned 
things everyone shares 
soon as you start privileging the cultural 
historical rot that serves nobody to think it’s OK 
because the groovy and right on is privileged 
throw boundary round a group of people  
even if it’s troice, discipline, gender then  
then the how but not necessarily what is 
is still up for question  
in a way the troice is right because boundaries 
overlap, are hybrid 
yet bad because troice claims be yonder bounds 
there is no yonder 
blue or otherwise 
the elision of boundaries lead to danger 
bad power space operates by hiding edges 
troice’s ouroboros 
snake eats tha own tail 
big heap trouble tribe 
so how to do this 
well let’s try it like this 
massice cantre 
bilist movement 
forred convi dett 
freast nerical 
grank dredation 
whoerty ashire 
fushed locaver 
decall firsade 
chrudge contirive  
non-estisfy 
caring a real lot not a priori good 
doing a lot not a priori good 
team Eichmann did a fuck of a lot oh 
team Gaddafi a lot of fucking up  
 
cities run on blasé an’ ambivalence an’  
cities filled with more blasé than evil and good 



but blasévalence is positive not bad  
the problem with conviviality 
that convivial an priori good 
community as positive naive  
not dialectic 
negative destructive communities  
they can be communities of love but 
love used as weapon 
so how to do this 
well let’s try it like this 
tarck had antigence 
polder estaany 
wherds a solution 
sherfal crostrative 
wheas lanold wistring 
fervent jectivoy 
wentions eatle sigthe 
but that’s actually not what you are doing  
with the demand that 
people be engaged 
that demand is throwing up a cordon 
in fact you don’t want engagement in a full sense  
you want to use the engaged 
and not engaged  
binary as a weapon 
to designate us and them 
the wheat from chaff, like from don’t  
and then you throw the nonbinary in  
a sort of smokescreen  
I can see through smoke  
can see through mirrors  
just like they’re windows 
but on the other side there is a permanent explosion 
it always moves and is always the same 
 
the power, pou or pui 
woulp domtion paret grence 
temptiff constag first bired  
re-enshi desca unt 
haderatt reprereich 
ecarck beferated 
bescile fundidity 
cabject-semi-stable 
enreign reapacy 
nelim polp altise thement 
erack beferated 
cabject-semi-stable 
enreign reapacy 
well let’s try it like this 
effecracy estamy 
chanmi ideotity 
outremer weaby nurears  
emphadi werral mantogh 
knist nettlers indidge revoal 
formacy euars outsture 



well let’s try it like this  
mastrally pim power futch ber 
substitial, menesponsible 
qualigago scatfication 
menstritive trivage andor a 
gincholicism languaven  
sober promore tholl andacre 
was a constate with a parlise 
reactever inittice fam 
kulturkampf stringth’d faitre, faytre 
became incraid incroyable 
siglical carignments turce theite  
what’s the matter with you? 
why can’t you fucking think? 
because the thing you think is thinking isn’t thinking 
 
 
Two Pages 
 
[Accidental discovery before the seminar] 
 
forges  
forgets   
 
signifiers almost the same, meaning almost opposite   
 
forge s  
forge t s   
 
you know it already because I’m talking to the converted   
 
[Hythe Venetian fete] 
 
The thing with carnivals is that you get tradition, favourites and then newness. This year at 
least two save the planet / end plastics floats. Tradition was pirates and old faves The Magic 
Roundabout. Then this Boris Johnson / Big Ben / Del Boy number, by a slightly draggy Spice 
Girls act. Last time - two years ago, it’s bi-annual - drunk Trump on a donkey in his shorts 
next to a Marilyn. For the very first time I don’t want to write notes for later and treat it like, 
you know, anthropology in your own country. I feel sick. Of the politics and the whole 
business of making cultural capital out of culture, for some smug supposedly worthy political 
blahblah I’d like to vanish completely then come back with some writing that works like 
razor blades do. On everything 
 
the plastic end plastics float  
in the water  
protesting about plastic  
in the water  
 
Two opposing meanings operating together don’t necessarily cancel each other out  
 
Which is why there are still smug evangelist cockends like that plagiarist cunt  
 
Who writes critical articles about shit he saw on Facebook but never went near  
 
The plastic shit is bad though and we are fucked  



 
[Wanker, craphole] 
 
If someone said that only arseholes dropped semiotics and linguistics references and that it is 
the equivalent of heaping a load of classical rubble into poems - which some cunts still do 
even now - I’d believe them Only I just wrote it What if by doing that I was trying to prove I 
was all street and working class I believe both, that linguistics is real and useful and that 
people flash it about because they’re wankers Two opposing meanings operating together 
don’t necessarily cancel each other out It must be fancy music I’ve stopped using full stops.  
 
[I know semiotics, me] 
 
Maybe cark it net will publish it If I buy some expensive brogues Except I’m not noshing off 
the right people the plastic end plastics float in the water protesting about plastic in the water 
Every second is the end of the world And the start And all the middle And the middle is big 
Only you wouldn’t call it world The spinny thing, man, forget it It’s not where the party is 
 
 
Uh, ape heir 
 
he 
just wasn’t made 
for these times 
but the 
 
elegant handwriting 
nineteenth century 
 
Virtue as Being 
at a desk everybody 
 
although nobody 
pays him a penny 
 
quiet graft paying off 
replaced with unsure 
 
in the absence of a 
meritocracy 
 
perfect exterior 
every carbon atom 
 
pure sycophancy 
blazing interior 
 
ah, but no fuming 
every livid atom 
of bitterness, rage 
 
it is consumed like a 
a smokeless fuel 
 
even if it were pouring out 
he wouldn’t smell 



 
what with ‘is nose an’ all 
an’ what with ‘is tongue 
 
up that arse all the time 
and that one o’ thier 
 
ah but things do come out 
snippy gas and a 
a catty mrow mrow 
 
he 
wants to wade 
to his neck 
 
but he 
talks deconstruction an’ 
liberal freedom 
 
but he, but he 
he walks cut you dead 
 
 
Untitled 1  
 
me, and our parents  
worked in factories so I...  
 
we’re not doing that,  
do you fucking understand?  
 
and unless new old Labour, not old new Labour  
install a Big new Other  
which is not Growth and The Queen  
One is bally not doing it for you either  
 
without fear, comeback, working class entitlement, flung at the middle  
shit on the desk, piss on graves, take history in the cupboard  
leave it molested, but not quite done  
 
ablaze for its full deflowering 
 
 
Untitled 3  
 
For the Spinster Fabulista, with who...  
 
the special torture of this kind of work  
is that you can’t fully use your brain  
because you can’t not use your brain  
and you can’t not not use yer brain  
 
and the special torturer of this work  
is that foetus on stilts, a munch’s scream  
made of a mop ‘ead and dead tree  



at the centre of uncentre  
 
Bentham’s peep show  
 
the files get to look through holes at more files  
 
two more pound in the slot, glass defrosts  
shoulders shrug from the belly laugh, other side  
 
wanking from home, which was a Lee joke, but...  
 
punishment reward  
dangles just long enough to be removed  
the old trick, some carrot on a sick  
overtime ban, the uncoof yoof  
 
‘testosterone labyrinth’ she called it  
although its dominant myth is  
 
the Sisyphus story recast  
 
via the story of my life  
 
which goes, ahem, roll the rock up  
but never roll away the stone  
and jump as it comes back at yer  
 
Halifax report and accounts  
they were wiped out by nine one one  
after I put two years in ‘em  
 
and then the job where I actually  
pulled stones up out the river  
by a factory, to go back  
pull them out again tomorrow  
 
before minimum wage, munn-eh  
 
excel crashed, he said do it ay sapp  
I can’t get in there, too many  
do it anyway, bubble cracks  
so I wait for bodies to clear  
 
  



all afternoon  
 
and was reprimanded  
an incident, they said  
there’s been an incident  
 
declaring an incident is not  
to declare an incident as there’re  
a million incidents every hour  
 
in uncentre  
 
the word incident declares a space  
for power to exercise itself  
power given to the petty who  
will do power to you  
 
because they are trying to throw off  
that they have had power done to them  
 
and anyway  
it can’t be an incident  
because I didn’t ince the dent or  
even dent the ince  
 
all afternoon  
 
cause I ain’t done nufink  
 
like what ‘appened at skew  
 
cause miss ain’t done nufink  
 
I said, I know, she said  
 
response from the union  
interchangeable with that of HR  
then at lunch he looks at the purest  
 
silk scarf based on thirties Soviet designs  
 
nobody uses the term ‘luxury goods’  
now do they, model wears Jackie O’s  
 
the fucking bees, I want them to burn  
or I will set myself alight in front of them  
 
 
Untitled 5  
 
The teapot pours serenely  
and then cockeye pisses it boiling  
all over your girlfriend  
without any warning  
 



Says a lot about humans  
 
the only sane golf is crazy golf  
habitats ravished and sculpted for your little balls  
 
Things that fall onto the floor  
 
vanish to the other dimension  
and your trouser button  
 
Don’t be dirting the fame y’all  
all the mad folk are the sane folk  
light shines out from their great cracks on the things  
no-one says  
 
Flies the same way as the tea  
half an hour before the interview  
for someone else’s job  
or has been promised, wink  
 
Someone next to you looks like  
 
their right arm has shrunk or been pasted  
schlup, back on, and you say it because you can see it  
 
Everything needs nailing down double or it flies  
 
if not that it won’t move and you really need it to  
even with others shoving  
 
The dog will go forty five degrees left to arrive  
 
exactly at your front bicycle wheel  
It could not be better co-ordinated if planned  
The same will happen with the pram or the toddler  
 
the articulated lorry and the corner terrace  
The driver waking up to banana leaf wallpaper  
and bits of the breakfast bar  
 
Says a lot about humans  
 
that they see like this but never say  
instead they brood, over chipping it into the rough  
 
The world is this why, why expect any other  
we live in the big slow disaster  
 
Only now it’s getting much faster  
and not just for our species  
 
Get over it, get used to it, no insurance will cover it  
 
 
 



Untitled 6  
 
Mean trepanation headfuck, so...  
 
he can't make new memories  
lives the last half of his life  
in a permanent present  
then neurology eats his brain  
 
Now we don't need to drill holes  
in our skull, or the toilet walls  
or our arses  
capital wipes for all of us  
 
What does it feel like, well it feels like this  
 
Eating trifle, small paper bowl  
 
a party was underway  
cake, and what looks like champagne  
no time to look properly  
lecture due to begin, ten min  
 
Burst into room booking  
young woman, party hat  
I need a booking checked  
 
Carefully, on paper napkin  
my lecture is due to start  
bowl, her plastic spoon, and... but  
can't you go access the App?  
someone is in there, she turned, sat  
 
Know who he is, all he can see  
but don't you remember it?  
 
Four PC screens in a row  
but what is your staff number?  
calmly, shit in bag, Jesus Christ  
 
Three numbers in the universe  
 
in the first seconds he doesn't...  
 
National Insurance, then  
it came out and she made hmmm  
6.30, smashed bits of planet  
 
Sounds and clicked leisurely  
 
through a series of screens  
she found his timetable  
 
And a torturing constant bleep  
blue glow as his feed kicks in  



swinging round a white dwarf star  
for now this is all there is  
 
Needs to pee as well, finally  
 
department role and level  
through his collapsed shoe soles  
into the heavy duty  
G4 now until one, can you print...  
 
A series of banal questions  
shifts again from foot to foot  
nation, carpet, paper twitched  
out shunts the deathly series  
it had seen his identity  
 
From Debord's permanent opium war  
to transparent opium for the bored  
 
Look for your lost seconds, bristling  
blue seconds of balloons, gone  
 
Yes you are booked, sighed, right clicked  
over and over until  
 
right everyone, turn off your phones  
 
And I have to listen to this?  
it sounded like a crap squawk  
it hasn't printed anything  
 
I want to be out of here  
I want to be out of her, left  
 
It will probably need to calibrate  
what Being had collected drained straight back out  
 
Identity begins at 9:32,  
along with the extent of his hangover  
 
Now we know which neurotransmitter does what,  
but we still can't be honest with our parents  
 
or really understand what money does  
 
 
Untitled 7  
 
the state  
teaches me to be delinquent  
when it lies to me every single day  
 
the courts  
make me fizz with delinquency  
when they have people in for sleeping rough  



 
police  
demonstrate a delinquency  
when they arrest them  
 
unions  
teach me how to be delinquent  
by cowering when my hours are cut, leaving it to me to do the speaking out  
 
I am droolingly delinquent  
when they liaise with HR, a lunch laid on, vegan section marked with a post-it note  
 
the institution  
teaches me to be delinquent  
by behaving like a big delinquent  
 
the institution is my greatest role model  
the plastic lid on the prawn marie rose melts to make a life or death mask for me  
 
you get a pension if your contract lasts twelve months, so they kill after eleven  
you’re due redundancy after two years, so they stiff you after one year seven  
 
my breath mists the transparent surface, I’m watching you and waiting for my moment  
you crisp eating cunt  
 
I want to be a citizen, I try to call myself a citizen  
 
the police teach me how to be a citizen  
I kill the baddies in my head, they kick shit out of black men in South London nicks  
 
the institution  
teaches me how to be a citizen  
he gets the girl, and then sacks her off with one text message after six weeks  
 
the state  
shows me how to be a citizen  
when it lies to us, he lies to her and to them, but mainly to himself 
  
about how to be a good citizen  
a righter life couldn’t be lived this wrongly  
 
the courts  
teach me how to be a citizen  
when they bust the already broken and let the billionaires off 
  
negligent, neglectful, remiss, slack  
words that can only be rolled down the hill at guttersnipes, never thrown up at the windows  
 
although this poem is reverse advocacy, going all the way up the chain to god  
if you still believe there is one  
I’m sending it all the way up there, but let’s not use the stupid gee word, or The Word word  
 
and if you ask the question that’s on everyone’s lips  
simple questions like  
why has our pay been cut and nobody had the decency to even let us know?  



you receive pretentious, puffed up, arrogant, scornful, mocking, sneering, scoffing replies  
 
your anger is not legitimate  
your anger is not professional  
your anger is not appropriate  
your anger is gross misconduct  
 
but their gross misconduct is not anger, their anger is covered at all times by conceited, 
supercilious, smug performances  
 
their anger is fed forward in a trajectory that will drive right over you  
leaking sulphurically round the edges, absorbing all the water from the air, chemical burns, 
thermal burns, the whiff of bad salts and smoke  
 
PIGEON DUNG AND RAPE DUST  
a selfless drive for experience  
hunger for success and future growth of  
 
PELTS OR SPETCHES and the ability  
to think laterally  
you will be  
 
BAD BUTTER OR GREASE  
 
going forward and  
 
a flawless communicator  
 
able to deliver both universal values and local detail with  
LIME, IF CARRIED UP THE RIVERS OR CUTS  
 
IRON, a roving economic player with no baggage  
 
instantly transportable into any context or location  
PER TON  
 
a flexible operator and team player, you will need  
SOAP, PER TON, a ‘can do’ individual  
 
a believer in the rewards of the game  
which, TREACLE, PER TON  
 
changes infinitely, plays indefinitely  
and MADDER, PER TON  
 
it is called a career  
 
their psychoanalysts wait in the future, their eyes  
kerching with the glassy magic of breastfeeding infants  
 
although not  
because twelve year old sporto jocks  
don’t know about psychoanalysis   



nobody stands up to answer the question  
 
nobody is the last answerer of questions  
 
nobody wants you to big up the city as radical and  
creative for no pay, nobody wants you  
 
nobody wants your eyes to bulge towards the infantile  
goop of the pretentious title on your name badge  
 
nobody doesn’t need to wish it, we’re all chewing the  
same watery teat  
 
no longer ‘I don’t feel good don’t bother me’, I don’t  
feel bad, but you don’t listen, don’t talk to me about big  
societies, or powerhouses  
 
no longer ‘I won’t write my poem until I’m in my right  
mind’, I am in my right mind, you are all out of yours,  
talk to me when you can think straight  
 
to my colleagues whose acquiescence is the grossest misconduct of all  
you have all taught me to write about how you have taught me to be delinquent in bad poetry 
because I refuse to blow up The Trafford Centre  
and if that makes me a bad citizen then so be it  
 
there isn’t a transparent ceiling but a concrete cellar  
we look down, not up, at the filthy tents  
warnings have replaced ambitions in this time  
 
think of how it’s gonna be as things get on, I mean, it’s early man  
Ananke is waking up, Phanes hear me!  
whole processes eradicated, thousands of employees, exercises in reverse Taylorism as 
metonyms for the final wave  
 
get those massive coronaries booked in, it’s the best exit door considering what’s coming  
stuff your nutribullets up your gaping arseholes  
you might put on weight, but they are  
 
morbidly corrupt  
morbidly amoral  
morbidly otiose  
morbidly shameless  
morbidly underhand  
morbidly fulla shit 
  
stare into a cold steel frame with a dead eye in its forehead all day  
 
a wastebasket that isn’t a wastebasket but save us behaves like one  
 
humans write poetry in the fire of their own extinction  
 
why am I me and not everyone?  
is the last question, that nobody will answer  
now isn’t now because you are and aren’t reading this now  



 
Baudelaire wrote for the dead but there are no dead in  
our future  
you hafta be alive to then die and nobody is alive there  
and there isn’t even a there  
because there is no future in our future  
 
 
Untitled 8  
 
so things have come to a pretty pass  
we argue over the difference  
between the writing and the speech  
 
so you say potato, and I say potato  
 
potato potato potato potato  
potato potato potato potato  
potato potato potato potato  
potato potato potato potato  
potato potato potato potato  
potato  
 
but it still works, because a pound is still your pound  
not somebody else’s  
 
even though it only uses the one symbol  
and not one designed especially for your pound  
 
perhaps like this  
 
tomato tomato tomato tomato  
tomato tomato tomato tomato  
tomato tomato tomato tomato  
tomato tomato tomato tomato  
tomato tomato tomato tomato  
 
- Hythe, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Untitled 9  
 
In the sauna the Bristol goddesses  
discuss inadequate energy flows  
with men who have to go  
 
Their bodies wish-fulfilling jewels  
as their former landlady arrives  
screams where’s my fucking rent  
and you can have your flea-infested furniture  
 
I see it filled with ice  
wolves in this no-longer-architecture  
 
Panting, plump, pink babies  
with extremely powerful phones  
 
- Clifton, 2018 
 
 
Untitled 10  
 
Guys done really well guys and for the team  
and for yourselves  
for yourselves guys  
big round of applause guys  
big guys  
for yourselves guys  
yeah  
 
and is it the eight six or nine five for yourselves guys?  
 
Guys, for yourselves  
for yourselves guys  
guys 
 
 
Untitled 13  
 
Burnham says that a rare shaft of light is  
coming through the clouds  
I do look forward to seeing his shaft  
 
a Doré engraving of the light of God,  
strained through a fat clod  
of sodden grey pulp paper, the old teck  
 
ten seconds to find the information  
 
before you’re swamped with all the infantile  
too late  
it’s coming, properties motors buysell  
 
enter your postcode, how did you rate us  
no fucking idea, I never got here 



 
Untitled 16  
 
train guard enforces new bicycle rules with glee  
happens to be a petrolhead cyclist despiser  
 
man sic(k) in all of its cars and underpants  
just happens to be a really shit animal  
 
a cluster of them is even worse, we’re always  
a cluster of fuckers in a cluster of clusters  
 
two kilos of teeming microbes in each of us  
the second brain in your gut  
as within so without  
 
a team all around to help us and irritate  
with a line manager, right up your arse 
 
 
Untitled 18  
 
Ex tragedy was totally senseless but Why place will survive, thrive  
as though it will fall into the earth because of an atrocity  
people carry on because they have no choice or they don’t carry on  
 
oh those ordinary people of Zed have shown us their resilience  
‘words cannot’, although they can as it goes, and they do, but well it’s just that  
 
they only do it like this, Lothario foot on the monitor  
the leaden doggerel drops on the stage, the tinny We fuzzes out  
of the We are We will We will not, We, the people, We We We We  
Iago’s lady hanky before the lance penetrates the armour...  
 
I the politician is stacking another one on to his sleeve  
get that grapefruit out your arse, come out the closet ‘bout the fancy spear  
 
wear that on your sleeve, and the other thing, the other, and the other  
your arms drag like ape to man in reverse, going forward, guys, to ape  
 
pick up the other shiny thing that happens to be laying around  
put that on your sleeve as well and sink the fuck into the lake you fuck  
I will salute your bubbleblub, limping to a new kind of day 
 
 
Untitled 19  
 
born into a brutalised environment  
left click to the end of your bucketty time  
coming to a round your way near you  
 
with a special carrier bag with holes in the bottom  
with a copy of Min Moralia hanging through it  
bits of sticky tape in my hair  
 



and a cold half eaten bag of chips  
triumphant over the thing nobody is looking at  
some blog post or other  
 
don’t make me use the paint pot or you’ll be sorry  
blessed be the cack-handed, they shall see god  
you think you’re vastly different to this picture? 
 
 
Untitled 21 
 
floor stripped wood, arty middle classes 
not carpet, of working masses 
it measures its own value against 
the index 
of dishes, of street food 
peasant food, authentic 
but the cooking over there 
is unclean 
groovy shops for groovy people and 
dirty shops for dirty people but 
the index is unclean the index 
is unclean the index is unclean 
food the oldest circuit of meaning 
you can’t gentrify doc pudding fast 
to do it right is to do it wrong 
as to do it right 
means you can’t make it 
not at all 
 
... 
 
you have is bacon rind 
oat scraping 
for a route map through 
for a cave of needles 
on its way 
to the next shift 
is unclean the index is unclean 
the index is unclean the index 
thumbsucker voyeur and his half rim novels 
dinner party sophist primitive warfare 
the index is unclean the index 
is unclean the index is unclean 
when children say you smell 
no you smell 
no you smell more 
is it very pure? 
is it the index that is unclean 
the index is unclean the index 
utopia power provider 
carbon offset and solar an’ wind 
how they get the bad electric out 
the good electric in 
how they get all the good money 



in and then the bad out 
Good bad good bad good bad sounds like 
ug and ah, ug and ah, ug and ah 
talk on the varnish is eco clean 
but only dirty thickies know 
that it’s the index that is unclean 
the index is unclean the index 
 
 
Untitled 22 
 
sweet and sour rot 
on the carpet 
crimson fang dot 
plastic taste and 
I fell out back 
don’t leave it too late 
for things to matter 
any more of that 
it will be to 
that dry teeming scrape 
of blackout scars 
 
you the vamp aye  
are not the blood 
sucker 
 
- 2018 (remembering 2014) 
 
 
Untitled 23 
 
the house was a head quartered 
three of them colluded, the business of winning 
one protested their trying 
the colluding was evil 
the electric comes from a grid, many sources 
and the capital comes from circuits the same 
the dream of purity 
the truth of origins is always a fiction 
we’ve been talking rubbish in long decades 
one seven oh words a minute 
one seven oh words a minute 
because the truth of the end is always a fiction 
we’ve been talking garbage - shortest days 
the colluding was evil 
and we’ll talk more rubbish ‘til 
 
 
Untitled 25 
 
a robot cleaner 
at the designer outlet 
use it to prepare 
for your immersive dining 



future forks into good, bad 
apocalypse or 
utopia, the past gold 
rubbish 
the present isn’t neutral 
but you act as if it is 
it holds the past and future 
ruined, lack of love 
ruined by excess of love 
balance, unreal 
The Cars That Ate Paris and 
The City that ate the city 
 
 
Untitled 26 
 
Begat Begat Begat Begat Begat 
Begat Begat Begat Begat I am 
Begat Begat Begat Begat to be 
Begat Begat Begat to be or not 
Begat Begat Begat the gat’s not got 
Begat begather the whorl from a nought 
Begat Begat the heave and then the ho 
Begat thee not the same as ought 
Begat the gat might be got, 
but then again it mightn’t not 
But the not not is the only option, 
the not not is the only option 
Be as exist Be as aware you do 
Be as shaping aware and so exist 
But the not not is the only option, 
the not not is the only option 
Gat as saddling up and riding someone 
Gat as saddling with the got of the be 
But the not not is the only option, 
the not not is the only option 
Patri or matri Begat lines of glue 
Be Ex Begat Why Begat Zee Begat 
But the not not is the only option, 
the not not is the only option 
Begat Begat Begat Begat Begat 
But lines without holes are lies 
sex punches holes in truth, Jacques 
an’ papers punch holes too 
John 
F begat G begat H begat A and B 
X quit Z so she went with his weird old friend from 
X got Y pregnant, sodded off to Cyprus 
they think, they think, they think 
Y dismissed from job and moved back to her parents 
X’s friend stayed in London 
Z worked it as an escort and a pole dancer 
X’s friend once watched her do, oblivious to who 
or who he was then, and A, B, C, D and E 
Nearly banged him over i’ the car park fer the cash 



oblivious to who he was 
but someone came 
Y was much happier working in a cafe, 
away from the bullshit 
this place is not them at all 
this place is you and it’s me 
a rich social and none poor 
then there, then there, then there 
socialism for the rich, 
capitalism the poor 
as whatsername said and 
cold war under the floor, 
democracy above 
this place is you, and it is me, 
I am hell and you are hell 
stifficate 
shit shit shit 
shit shit shit 
stifficate 
bag 
bag fuck 
keys fuck 
bus fuck 
fuck fuck fuck 
sur veiled un 
no next no net shun 
vart bloss driff 
garage rough a foam 
pick break track 
coff cup hands 
dirt hole gas 
back nobody side 
bus love fingers a 
bag 
it is it is it is it is 
it is it is it is 
 
 
Untitled 27 
 
last night she let slip 
owns a massive house 
tenanted tut roof 
described contractors 
as lazy and thick 
but only eats fish 
once every week to 
try not to kill, so 
so I asked if she made a distinction 
‘tween cockle and fish 
course not she spluttered 
then made them between 
labourer, landlord 
landlord and tenant 
then as we leave it 



CSO staff 
some bad shit gone down 
I went silent, by Cash Generator 
no point in speaking, the already said 
need to get to its edges 
try say the unsayable 
if the object of speaking 
is not to wipe 
 
- 2018 (remembering 2014) 
 
 
Untitled 28 
 
stable system 
the opened window 
barn door was bolted 
ewass stampede 
working for free is 
good for my CV but 
CV don’t pay 
council tax 
does that answer your question? 
did I guarantee to 
answer your question? 
conference tosser 
face like a smacked arse 
nah she used to ask 
the interestin’ questions 
an’ interesting with a 
capital Zee 
 
 
Untitled 29 
 
I know you don’t know politics 
because you know yer politics 
and your knowing yer politics 
means you don’t know yer politics 
Jacobin tote and new DMs 
others sees them in their time 
bobhat, turnups an badges 
not even a li’l ruffle 
on the dress of history 
or a Prague cobble of time 
s’not they’re too radical 
not radical enough 
I know you don’t know ‘bout god 
‘cause you know what god is 
and your knowing what god is 
means you don’t know what god is 
black hat, coat and hand 
colour print and glove 
blank stretch pasty skin 
someone musta died they’ve not been 



out like this in a while 
handing out sick love 
it’s not too religious 
nor irreligious ‘nuff 
I know you don’t know death 
because you say you know 
and your knowing death 
means that you don’t know 
affect, post and radical 
subject wedded to object 
yer cyarn see in front o’ ye 
or out the paper bag 
get thee to a hypnotist 
another postdoc reject 
hanging out with turnup 
those Bletchley people 
didn’t read a paper 
they knew the news 
it wasn’t news 
but they understood radiation 
you say you know about sex and... ah 
well you might 
 
 
Untitled 30 
 
tiredness, porcelain 
smooth on the outside 
rough on the inside 
and shot with hairlines 
round the eyes and there’s 
no time like the present they say 
there is no gift like a future 
there is no present like time and 
time’s simultaneously 
five minutes, an aeon and 
how time is all the time now 
there is no space but the time and 
there is no time but how space blows 
the explosion 
it’s slowing, but 
it feels fast and 
you know that it 
it won’t last, but 
there is no time like the space 
in a worn body today 
 
 
Untitled 32 
 
eighty eight, 
men on the street, 
smoking weed 
drinking and talking, 
crazy guys 



twenny narn teen, 
men on the street 
drinkin’ and talking, 
smokin’ spice 
eighty eight, to twenny narn teen, 
in your face acid, to acid in your face 
crazy kids to 
mental health problems 
then we go house 
music to music hall 
flares and caps an’ 
fuckin’ bedlam, in Cheadle Royal 
 
 
Untitled 33 
 
he said 
I haven’t seen your name around the circuit before 
convert middle class language to street 
bwoy, oo d’ya tink y’ar, comin’ up in de place? 
have to resist 
writing one about him 
magical warfare, see? 
why chant in enchantment 
why bards equal trouble 
no miracles, practic 
incantation, dispensary 
it’s ordinary, not drastic 
try not go, on to the parole 
power, you have, try to resist 
writing about he and 
so you see it owns me and 
not me it 
 
 
Untitled 34 
 
seeing to 
seeing to 
an’ seeing 
watching TV watchers watch TV 
genitalia shopping 
TV genitalia shopping 
an’ sign in for the extreme 
weather event, working class 
community is better 
than a pressgang, they have you 
from the bundle to yoof 
UK under, jus’ do that 
developed nation, get a 
job lark, how’s your luck? 
well I’m working on some nah 
down the cellar 
has the feel of the real 
thing is I have 



to get it out 
without any 
one 
seeing to 
seeing to 
an’ seein’ 
seen 
 
 
Untitled 35 
 
the shell starred United Nations tour of extreme poverty in Britain 
their rider consists of restaurants 
suits, laptops, watches and 
all of the itty words, ‘conditionality’ 
to make you listen to the stuff you listen to... 
to listen 
from Sports Direct where he 
he achieves conditionality 
barf of slab headlines and bikinis 
lazy, feckless, shameful 
someone has been called out 
now this is the part where someone screams 
but the opposite rhetoric boils 
prime bloc of poverty 
at the same time as it 
it makes no claim on anything, or 
the house is needs must, its shell all stripped 
but now where are we, where? 
I just want to reinforce 
and I’ll finish on this 
but I just want to say that 
and I will finish on this 
that in no way are we 
an itty bikini, bikinititty, it’s 
to listen 
to the repetition, 
repetition repeating 
just this one last point now 
we are not any of us 
rising, performative 
anger and finger pointing 
Let’s make history, or 
Let’s make ex history 
Let’s make why history 
the ill-starred disunited kingdom retired bore on scroungers, 
in England 
he achieves conditionality 
and they need their pumps primed 
or when it isn’t being looked at, by a human 
to make you listen to the stuff you listen to 
to listen 
and they need their pumps primed 
to achieve conditionality 
when isn’t something in its condition? 



when not being looked at 
a picture of Mogg now 
but yet pretends to say everything 
and something, nothing with the nothing 
sleeping in the house and 
that floats in zen space, or 
or even does any rhetoric 
because that would be unethical 
post-post-nothing, neat trick 
inspected by inspectors 
if you only take one thing 
then really it’s this 
I want to reinforce 
and I’ll finish on this 
to make you listen to the stuff you listen to, 
to listen 
to the repetition, 
repetition repeating 
Make history history, 
let’s make make, let’s make make Make 
his rider consists of lager, lager shouting 
where were we? 
prime chip of poverty 
when is something in its condition? 
their rider, consists of restaurants 
laptops, suits, watches and 
stripped of all its imaginative nutrients 
and prime pumps 
one whose eyes have not been burned out yet 
and some of the see words 
and all of the eff words 
when is something in its condition? 
a rhetoric that says nothing must be achieved, 
because time 
the same look, laptops, everything, all 
the rider floats, the horse drowns 
backbone bent to fat arse, 
but continues to gallop, and hard 
 
- 2018, Liverpool 
 
 
Untitled 42 
 
people pretending to be pumped by day jobs and expecting everyone else to do the same, are 
you happy in your work? No, and neither are you, stop lying to yourself and expecting the 
same from everyone else 
 
once being professional meant that you professed, now it’s the opposite, you’ve stopped 
being honest to swallow the bullshit for an easier life 
 
your style, unacceptable, address and dress in their style, not because your style is profane, 
though they might say it is, although they won’t, because they can signal that facially at 
particle level 
 



their hazchem suit, all five of them, view from below, as they pick up your children, hold you 
against the wall, in their style  
 
to get out of the graveyard of ambitions, but ambition is a grave if you are professional   
 
because being professional once meant that you professed, now it’s the opposite, you’ve 
stopped being honest to swallow the bullshit for an easier life 
 
lose the shiny badge and wooly hats if that’s all that is left of radicalism, go naked until you 
learn how to act in each subequent second in relation to power 
 
but you open your mouth to speak and nothing comes out, then you see your voice falling off 
a shelf in the future with your name on it, it unspools, the text is butchered, doggerel with 
upper case subheadings 
 
common sense is slowly killing you, when you say that’s a good name for a cat, or she looks 
like a Susan  
 
listen to the sound of all the talk at once in a busy cafe, mwark mwark mwark flip bin mwark 
ide ever mwark mwark 
 
now understand that language is still this when heard clearly, it is never necessarily 
understood in a full sense  
 
when writing poetry, one doesn’t have to use full stops   
 
or academics, getting responses of manufactured ethical rightonness that are actually sly, 
snarky oneupping chats 
 
why is ‘because I need a job’ not an adequate answer at interview, in some places and for 
some jobs it used to be  
 
Thatcher is five years in her grave, its glow has a joyous nuclear half-life left, like the 
recordings of John Coltrane  
 
picking up essays in galleries that are showoff vomits of theory which don’t even stick to the 
object they’re supposed to describe 
 
not being sick and bored, being sick and bored  
 
that we are never really bored, only exposed to bores, this is often what is meant by being 
bored  
 
by the disclaimer that uninvited manuscripts will be incinerated in a metal bucket as they 
dance naked around the flames laughing 
 
with the ghost of Yannis Ritsos 
 
you wake up sweating wondering why you are using Phillip Jeck for your morning alarm 
when it creeps in so slowly and makes you remember your dreams  
 
caught between posturing people, pretend anarchists, communists, situationists and all the ex-
wave posts 
 
and the real enemy, the Tories and the far right and the nihilists  



 
in the grey wasteland with the damaged folk, who have got what Ray Gosling called battle 
fatigue   
 
by pop-up everything, new ways of working people say, no it isn’t, look at bookstalls in 
european cities  
 
by the ruins of all the ambitions, the spires and the monuments to monies, gods, morals and 
fatheads 
 
all the monies, gods and morals have been drained by the new fatheads to make their heads 
fat 
 
now we pay, worship and are guided by fatheads 
 
some people want gigantic amounts of money, why? 
 
with having a performative narcissistic orgasm in public 
 
laughing gas canisters tinkle underfoot, choddy and cigarette end pavement scree scratches 
undersole trainer rubber 
 
Russia, you weren’t born there, or the USA, but not Iceland, well  
 
hearing formalist par excellence or technical mastery written about people who seem never to 
have heard hip hop 
 
that you got some on you 
 
by hair in the 2010s, you’re all going to look back and wonder what you were on 
 
with British hip hop, that people haven’t enough food, that you got some in you 
 
that when you get shortlisted for interview and asked why you particularly applied to work 
there, it is assumed that you’re not allowed to reply because there are three vacancies in this 
subject in the country and yours happens to be one of them  
 
with not caring a tinker’s cuss about all that   
 
infantilised public life, of people calling everyone guys, their eyes bulging out like stoned 
squirrels, pleading for everyone to smile and join them in the glow from the wonderful 
rewards of the game  
 
that some people still haven’t got a clue what all of that is about  
 
but by everyone else not having a clue what that particular not having a clue is like 
 
corrupt unions, of the line manager being a branch officer so he can get away with shitting all 
over the casual workers without the union touching him  
 
with peering over the spectacles on the end of your nose 
 
real or spiritual  
 
that some people are not him  



 
with performing in public, your offensive 
 
of bores like that  
 
with signalling, instancing, suggesting, insinuating 
 
never do that  
 
to act in each subequent second in relation to power you must just come out and say it  
 
that this world is a ruin 
 
that even the ruins are ruined 
 
that even the subject of ruins is ruined 
 
that you are ruined, that they are ruined, that we all are ruined  
 
to make being professional mean that you profess 
 
even if the room is then full of faces like smacked arses 
 
this is how to start again from you 
 
not by turning inward to find your inner king or queen 
 
or hidden child  
 
my grandma used to write rude comments in shorthand in Womans Own  
 
which she then passed on to my mother who couldn’t read shorthand 
 
seems like a perfect metaphor for familial psycholife  
 
the child is always dumped in the woods, even if still living with parents 
 
you were hidden in the bushes long ago 
 
wandering lost in the forest ever since  
 
you will never get out or find a whole you, only a new place and self 
 
be as kind to others as you should be to that child 
 
inhabit your symptoms, but know they are symptoms, and speak 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Untitled 44 
 
your eyes are never fully open but to keep them fully closed because of that is not a game to 
get into  
 
evidence they are never fully  
 
   oh open  
 
when people say she looks like a Fiona or Lightning is a great name for a cat 
 
you can get them more half  
 
   oh open  
 
so you can see and analyse 
 
but you have to shut them ex times in ex hours  
 
and lose control over the images your brain projects, yet on waking still act as though this is 
an aberrance that hasn't quite yet been corrected  
 
in some ways you can see and analyse better through the lids, that letter box of half open slits 
receives mail but you don't know what's in the envelope, yet you still think that there is 
something in there, not yet understanding that the envelope is the letter  
 
do you half dream you can see through your eyelids between waking and sleep, I do 
 
the brand new ideas of Sigmund Freud or at least they are to Johann Hari 
 
they may as well be to every fucking one else  
 
who give Ted Talks 
 
Ted Talks are given by institutional bullies and arseholes  
 
but dressed in their envelopes 
 
all button down flat white comforting undercut buzzword mouth like a cunt with teeth   
 
Disturb your Certainties really is a good name for a cat  
 
can we at least agree that between the arse cheeks there is a hole for shitting out of  
 
and that men have tits the only use for which  
 
is pleasure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Untitled 45 
 
I published, this interval, at London 
my Dialectic and some other smaller pieces 
 
New team theme virtue  
to add up to some haunting 
the priestly post, the 
'keep some solid stories spare' 
private confidential chaff 
 
Its public entry was rather obscure,  
except that Dr. Ex wrote a pamphlet against it 
 
Big question chief to 
a concrete cognitive point  
pecanny trow pig 
to us among the grounded  
what rigour, God Poetry  
 
Apparatuses 
given Mandelbrot triumph  
with ornament chain  
imbibe Albert ideas  
et end infinitive we 
 
With all the illiberal petulance  
and scurrility of his pompous, elitist class 
 
Two small archaisms  
ere verb, ere speech, ere ere mate 
aught, incoherent  
oft five, six, seven, eight and 
of sellers, think three, four, five 
 
Of that rain, that rain 
realises death running  
click the window latch  
for a moment the precious 
rag encyclopaedia 
 
Your passes, your lifeworld  
spacejunk o'er Harmondsworth 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Untitled 46 
 
an al jeeeeez an stim-u stim-u stim-u 
an eesth in one an' receptor stim-u stim-u 
 
alight dense dorphin flood 'tween space of nerve an' then 
smother neuron glaze to gaze it out and clatter 
 
          nothing  
          nothing  
          nothing  
          nothing  
          nothing  
          nothing 
 
interval space nothings backed with rising language 
 
automatic foot caresses bedsheet, cat paws 
blanket pleasure, stim, eesth, stim, jeeeeez, stim-u 
 
new sweat music fades, night sweats quieter, but still 
words shot with jabber of contagion and nightmare 
saturation bombing pictures crackle like the 
 
last glimpse of a world unwarped by what will warp it 
 
 
Untitled 47 
 
sorry for my anger it has a particular root 
I never manage to find  
 
sorry I can't find the root of my anger 
it's impossible to find on your own 
 
sorry that looking for the root of my anger  
is taking so very long 
 
the dowsing rod rusted, the shovel broke 
the map keeps redrawing, covered in smoke  
 
alright, well that bit works 
 
at least I know that I'm sorry, sorry and sore like you all  
 
sorry for my sorry it's got a particular root 
I never manage to find  
 
sorry that I'm looking for the root of sorry  
down there on my own  
 
the sorry I need to look for my sorry  
makes me too sorry to look 
 
the anger I need to look for my anger 



disables me with rage 
 
at least I know there's sorry there  
at least I know there's anger there 
 
same goes for paranoia, obstinacy 
see I never mentioned lust and 
well there's the drugs and  
 
no, its tone is too cliched 
 
I'm not doing this grail quest just to be  
a good employee  
the four thousand holes in Lancashire 
I dug them 
trying to find my shit  
but if I get my shit together  
it will just explode 
 
I like that but it still sounds chumpy 
 
what's under it 
 
that nasty spat on Facebook with my colleague 
 
he had been sweating guilt ever since I said I'd reveal our hourage cuts in print and the fact 
the department didn't deem us important enough to even explain them to  
 
he exploded because he has benefitted from our hourage cuts, he thinks I don't know that, but 
I do, and he went for my throat 
 
because he's still more geared up to not going for his own 
 
which is what we still call 'healthy'  
 
to me it was a psychological strip show, but for him, his clothes stayed on  
 
I'm sorry I can't see how naked I am 
it takes other eyes to see  
 
but that's pointless, surely I can see it, if I can see it in him 
I just can't see it in myself 
 
and he is me 
and I am him 
and we are three 
so love your enemy 
 
looks nice on the page doesn't it 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Untitled 48 
 
you can't see it except through those 
which were carved out of wood  
and strapped onto your face at school 
 
with little eye lenses tinted avocado 
 
theatre scenery language 
cardboard cut out figures 
victorian sliding trompe tat  
 
everyone lives in this helmet, everyone and 
 
its strap constricted your skull and 
it stopped your brain growing  
it plays the scripts through a speaker 
 
where your mouth used to be 
 
only stupid people call voting belief, but 
 
well it's not like that and 
that it's not really like that 
is really the only way  
 
it is for us  
 
voting is voting  
belief is belief  
 
we will never separate the two and 
calling the vote belief is the same as  
 
muddle cost  
well survive 
 
get fare  
do well  
cope thee 
 
not all is not for all 
but for all is for all 
 
not all is not for all 
but for all is for all 
 
no wind comes through the window  
if the window is shut, but 
the wind comes through the window  
because the window is shit 
 
no apparatus, no aperitif  
 
so democratic, recruits idiots, arseholes  



then dreams of firing squads at the other extreme  
 
crack 
 
should anyone be surprised  
I say nay and then they say 
 
do jobs in your holidays holidays  
to do that job with the shiny badge and 
 
the job with the dessert, 'cos 
ze dezert iz why denning 
 
the desert's a Frank Herbert flood  
now the moat is getting bigger 
 
Alliez you must be missing yur urse  
mote getting bigger, state capital state  
 
we care about you and the memories you share  
 
in comes the line man, says 
'I want some slag coffee'  
 
the turd that stays at the bottom  
rusting the water 
 
won't decay yet despite 
going fuzzy, won't flush  
 
Mandelstam's dead pencil  
at the bottom of the canal  
with his soul, hope and his 
 
user backslash desktop backslash  
was once carved out of wood  
and strapped on to your face at school 
 
with little eye lenses tinted orange 
 
whole environment simutron 
avatar construct stage 
a sliding ad flyswat gif and  
 
Mew zick 
 
 
Untitled 49 
 
he is taking a rest cure from the 
racket of revulsion, he buys a newspaper each day 
stunt of hurt, the Trip Gene Brave, the venture can be lonely  
 
especially out on the streets where 
disoriented cars scatter comfortable zoo folk  



who replicate themselves wholly inside living hosts, and 
 
then scheme scene the confident forms, a 
newspaper bought, with eyeholes cut out for modesty 
 
but with clawing, craving side effects  
inside the moil program, which satisfies bitter living  
 
pain envelopes can be suspicious  
or broken ribs body broadcasting 
 
servitude Arcadia of slogging fenestration 
which declares itself as an infantile utopia 
 
Nonliving and Excited mingle 
the daily grind wobitecture pulses from thumbsuck cars 
to declare themselves a new infantile utopia 
 
to permeate spiteful examples 
helpless space idlers, exhilarated bag pastiches  
in the atomic ballgame, in this bit ergonomy  
 
the walkable activation shock  
rackets up a vernacular scene  
 
scheme the modular loneliness 
for stunt trip task 
 
 
Untitled 50 
 
I have got Savile's autograph 
my dad was a runner and he 
got it for me when I was small  
what to do with the thing and its 
smiley face that turns upside down 
 
suggestions so far, bury it 
compost it, it's just some paper  
but with biro on  
not so evil, for one sa vile 
 
oh Jimmy Jimmy 
Jimmy Jimmy, oh 
 
'too early', Sal said 
but early or late's  
never the point 
for trauma 
and people who pretend 
to easily offend 
and people who've been  
programmed in  
if you put that thar 'ere  
on trial you assume  



your own to be clean, a 
neat trick to reach  
the peak of transgress  
an' ethics in one 
careful now  
you the vamp aye  
are not the blood 
sucker 
  
 
Untitled 51 
 
knitted hashtag, see dee booklet so quaint 
so why carry on  
the stapled people 
 
don't pop my block don't block my pop 
a little book see dees 
rolling in the road  
 
object of a particular size 
forty nine pee see dee 
rolling in the road  
 
and definite characteristics  
the stomach tug to write  
Beethoven Quartets 
 
a little book with two staples in 
they actually made  
one early one late 
 
and some people employed to make them 
also with two staples  
Department of Crack  
 
for this Naxos La Traviata 
Back then, in ex and why  
do a job in your 
 
and for that Radiohead album 
is definitely there  
holidays days days 
 
fifty nine pee energy drink can 
you can believe in it  
rolling in the road  
 
you can believe it, attributing  
to it your knitted hash 
the stapled people 
 
quaint, why carry on so  
stapled people 
 



can can carry on so 
can can 
 
 
Untitled 52 
 
lack of leylines lance my comfort 
not presence of connection points to panic o'er 
complicity conspiracy almost never  
 
con almost always com almost 
comp puts the com in the communication and 
 
con the con in connotation  
and then the C into Cretin 
 
that said 
but and 
ah yes  
well no  
ah no 
well yes  
 
I'm decaying now it's the age 
but faster in here than out there 
 
so how much POUND SIGN for 0.0001 of my life 
 
so we can hit the ground bleeding 
leg of blam  
 
ah well just ask a scientist  
er but not any scientist 
 
slathered, slated and slatterned an'  
reading writing arithmetic  
 
be the three arrs 
no, tree esses  
 
sore eh 
 
red constellation shifts, train moves  
until over the equator, South Manchester  
 
coming of Enkidu, a dead dog full of fleas 
Schmidt's brass buttons and blue blazer 
those sort of Northampton brogues 
nearly two hundred a shoe and 
 
I am close to the gem of his armament and 
I am near to the hem of her garden and aye 
Kendals Christmas lights sway the vibes of its demise  
 
b-burning leccy 



uh weh we woo wo 
 
hear the noise from below Beetham 
degentrification or the 
stag do imaginary so  
 
fuck off all o' yers 
 
 
Untitled 53 
 
to sit through the four seconds of Tesco advert  
to listen to low frequency winds on Mars then 
 
your or on or of to, the best of you and your  
 
step step see all do so  
you you letter you you 
either us will exit  
 
and you need time  
as though any 
 
to the best of you and your you ror ono rof  
 
of your and of you day  
no to three, inform two  
the will manager, and 
 
need to, or are  
which sliced wonder  
 
yours and you, ror ono rof tot heb esto youf 
 
I have fully shaved means  
I have been rescaled for 
years of permanent lack 
 
 
Untitled 54 
 
to refuse to reach out offering a meaningful hand  
but instead throw evasive responses  
over the line of defences 
 
regrettable that I have not responded until now 
it's regrettable I didn't begin then  
my undergraduate marking 
 
'til three and a half months after hand-in 
 
can you imagine what would happen if I had said that 
but imagining is not the point, no 
cos I wouldn't be there to say it 
 



sacked well before, but fine for you, yes 
 
swannin in spensive clothes with all the other walkin' voids 
wormholes curving university air  
'I did not say this, I'm not here' 
yes, 'I understand' 
 
universities 
can't close them down can't carpet bomb  
 
them po lease be onto yu yer yeah an 
them mek ye a spensive walk in void,  
'lights out sack time' 
 
maybe the only war is class war after all 
 
 
Untitled 55  
 
I attended paid training this Tuesday morning  
I have potentially gained a module module  
the end of Western Thought will render all the bits 
 
back to eighteen ex ex 
by other means 
to seventeen ex ex 
if they can find the means 
 
I plastered it on thick like a Frank Auerbach 
revolutionary grupuscule reconvenes 
getting really pushy and irritating 
 
then make people meaner by condensing the mean 
meaner meaning means means 
 
what's 'business leaders are saying' to do with 
doesn't taking back control 
mean off them 
 
meaner meaning means means 
 
boundary torn up thrown in the landfill of you  
and dams the flow of you, choke of shredded plastic  
tracheo punched out throat 
 
meaner meaning means means  
 
slapping effluid onto the signed paperwork so 
It makes me wanna put my fingers down my throat 
as they wall off the wider context with words place  
issue ex beyond the boundary and thereby 
leaving issue why in 
 
meaner meaning means means 
 



ex insplainable and 
an see outsplained 
section in sentences 
halt the drive of discourse 
annex that  
 
back to eighteen ex ex 
by other means 
to sixteen ex ex now 
means that they found the means 
 
but you don' have the means 
 
 
Untitled 58 
 
TOPIC 1 LIBERALISM 
tolerance, ten marks, liberalism, thirty marks  
 
an TOPIC 2 SOCIALISM 
property, ten marks, discuss, thirty marks, nature 
 
ten marks TOPIC 4 FASCISM 
romanticism, marks, ideology, thirty 
 
but two people in a soap opera are now 
in a restaurant eating 
 
her sister is often mean and often lazy 
not very intelligent 
 
but how far is it by bus?  
 
an Austrian radio phone-in turn over 
for healthy living now but 
 
why was today not a good day at school for him? 
he forgot his maths textbook 
 
he did badly in maths tests 
so the maths teacher then gave him a detention 
 
last week Type of film this week Type of film 
next week love story  
 
last week's programme was about this week's programme 
is about next week's programme 
 
is about Lara and/or poverty in Africa  
look but don't touch 
 
what will she do in the next academic year? 
 
she will do what her father wants her to do 
she will do what she wants to do she 



 
is not sure what she will do 
one mark what kind of job would she like?  
 
a well-paid job a caring job a part-time job 
ego gratification 
 
unemployment pollution and crime homelessness  
racism animal cruel 
 
arrange by flag due date 
no upcoming appointments 
state always available 
 
wanna die party hat? two marks in der was ist? 
in das drug addiction it 
 
I don't think any of it need trouble anyone 
 
I think the field is wide open  
up for grabs if that stuff is getting in there 
 
maybe works for an A Level exam paper 
but not for reality 
 
let's make some proper work 
 
 
Untitled 60 
 
put up with it why 
you have a mortgage 
a house does it have 
thick lead walls there that 
stop psychic hate rays 
penetrating from 
you have to live there 
not me but also 
in your own head where 
the prof with cambs cred 
but when he's stitched right 
into some real 
scurrility freaks  
 
can go eff off  
enough rope ah 
that's the game well 
let's try some then 
but everything 
 
 
is going off switch 
or scarier that 
March is meaningless  
it just gets hotter  



from now and then the  
crises stack up and  
move in chains like storms 
the light gets brighter 
everything fades like 
 
 
Untitled 61 
 
Citizenship Studies A 
Section One, Everyday Life 
bilingual paper version 
 
Morning serials one and two 
strike through rough work 
through rough work, yes  
 
Igwared thander nominadd byon 
thender gople such a tha cuulct 
 
When using self-service tills  
in supermarkets never 
put your scanned goods  
your scanned goods yes 
in the bagging area 
 
Swear and pontificate 
as inevitably 
it stalls the transaction  
 
Didn't you bring a pen? 
 
'It's a kind of prison out here' he said 
after 84 days in Strangeways 
I've got five kids, I work but it don't work  
 
But I won't have a TV my  
my kids are top in their class so 
saved for a car, died two days in 
 
In volunteer police evangelists 
in Reading in the fifty whatever  
 
DSB of the state 
state of the DSB 
Disunited States of Brexit 
 
In a fucking pen mate innit 
 
Uncodified con 
devolve, devolved a 
 
Tha gessed ma dice deppon pracc a 
sinledge tha nom, a lubelock 
 



Swearing is to be done correctly 
swear words to be inserted into 
all of the other swear words and we 
recommend a term such as 'fisting' 
 
Be the change that you want to see 
 
Maxy mum advise, organise 
or three or four 
or five or six 
 
Bourly poscing mace sybth laarie 
a overia satimes a 
 
Use the moment to make a 
polemical point about 
supermarket policy 
 
Option: translate words 
'ne travailez jamais' 
into English then 
skip to section two 
 
Codified win to 
evolve, evolved, but 
 
Forr edgg arr vaa dory vinder 
whather culct a pracc deppon racts 
 
Section Two, Working Life 
Communication modes 
 
Road chat, diet and  
nutrition chat and 
camp chat, gym chat and 
the football chat and 
the hushed boyfriend chat 
 
You are advised re ru rah ree 
deterrence, courts 
courts, deterrence 
 
Whaa un ucc a hational 
femthrists uss kradja arg tha be 
 
Emotional modes 
 
Fragile, pumped, depressed 
passive, aggressive 
crying in toilets 
fuddle 
 
Unnecessary, undesirable 
un-British is this 
 



Ieffly exay inced thuals 
comras conod wa altshod a  
 
Which form of remuneration 
represented by these four terms 
 
One the wages 
two commission 
three a bonus  
and four the fee 
 
Really means 
surplus-skimming 
 
You can tick more  
than one or all 
 
You are advised, raa ree re ru 
power, justice 
 
Femthrists uss kradja arg tha be 
a forle thaa be indste mem a 
 
Merlin's misty cave 
of magic mirrors 
 
The most appropriate substance 
pour in the corridor printer 
 
Oxidising substance 
two poisonous substance 
three corrosive substance 
four flammable substance 
 
You can tick more than one 
 
Theny ex adder catt egside 
geries a persly thasoss nom 
 
Each carries ex quantity and 
noon tearials 
 
Wition erast sapotute histe  
onvel mofom hibories a 
 
Be the change that you want to see 
 
when dealing with the work hippies 
 
One nod and smile 
two respond affirmatively, 
then enact the opposite or 
three sabotage bicycle brakes 
four no dialogue with cunts and 
 



Again you can tick more than one 
 
Be the change that you want to see 
 
Polity atomiser 
do not write outside the box 
 
To explain and comment, crimmy 
eve aerials 
aerials eve  
 
Can't write outside box 
vitt, derr, ave it awl 
 
Ba doom ba doom ba fucking doom 
sa res trige betle o dicastes 
 
Tick inside one o' the printed squares but 
inside the box, so 
 
Let's all try writing 
outside the box to 
 
devol 
evol 
 
love 
loved 
 
 
Untitled 62 
 
yeah audio well  
includes a free length  
in for points to use  
and of anywhere  
recorded because  
in and first well a  
built and then pay him  
may as last the play  
screen you as the way  
get about service  
no not now models  
American git 
and me on cloud three  
personal convert  
so frayed it is hard  
the in going of 
of the out of he  
alternative texts 
of process play flesh  
reflective case of  
first it is the will 
you are all darkness  
only be hard now 



to the mandarins  
see in and under  
to the nineteen uh 
necessary starts 
korean new you  
audio uploads  
having text and uh 
having flac burned it 
in me and in cours  
yeah in multiples and 
having a mid step  
same great really  
in the pre input  
models transmitted  
intended act and 
translation no death  
with enemy word  
your purposes camps  
of air poetry  
he wanted smaller  
because six to nine  
demonstration all  
it comes heard people  
the okay know uh 
and uh and spotted  
the torment text best  
portuguese speakers  
some and in yeah and 
was really uhm  
result consumer  
four whole would go and  
of down we leaving  
thought ere victims and 
speech of time dead and 
and some sequence uh 
only one okay  
the be yeah the uh  
the steps very four  
uhm you many you  
or don't transcribe it  
if much uhm and uh 
he began up speech  
great both police are 
as of files and the 
is all steps it yeah  
him but the whom and 
 
 
Untitled 63 
 
an exam on how to 
to use a post office 
swear we at swear we at 
 
an exam on how  



to open canned food 
now that now that now 
that's got legs it has 
 
closed branch a 
dead branch a 
burning branch 
as a match 
for other 
closed branches 
dead branches 
burning branch 
 
as the ground 
for neo 
post ant world 
at war with 
unladies 
 
longevity, can have too much of a good thing 
the harsh marsh nocturnaut shyster, shortevity 
 
bury the trending new rag  
deep in golf clash homescapes 
 
for now's eight ball pool time  
tinder for your old coin 
master tears, clubcard app 
 
birdsdead 
four marks 
dead bird 
 
give the meaning of the catering terms below 
Canapé Julienne Croutons Aperitif  
end of the world end of the world end of the world 
 
 
Untitled 64 
 
'well you'll be gone in weeks' they said 
when I unionised the place 
 
was there four more years 
for four for four for  
left when I wanted  
dictated the terms  
writing off pounduzzz 
Close Encounters scene  
 
to drive through the fake  
gas leak disaster 
army setup dead 
cows and everything 
 



look at each other and  
just take off their gas masks 
If only we would all 
you toxic goblin humps 
party whip party whip 
saucy sourcey innit 
that britchers arse Tory 
me dad called him that then 
 
but who were the worst  
colonisers Dutch 
Portuguese Conrad  
 
essay in Critical  
Quarterly in sorry  
 
what were you saying 
I fell asleep and  
 
We hope that this poem was meant for you  
If that's not the case, we apologise  
and would appreciate it if you could  
 
tell that awful woman who 
who was piking around and 
asking about my teaching  
I could see into her brain  
well if he does that then well 
he can do a simple thing  
like et cetera and so 
 
provincial bitter and snarky 
foreverafter a little girl  
allowed to stay up late at her  
parents' party and everyone  
complimenting her because she 
 
she has been taught to repeat who 
who's prime Minister and she's on 
side of whatever side is on  
 
like those crones in Russian hotel 
lobbies ratting on everyone 
 
Nice smiley surface but  
skimmed like plaster over  
roiling poison barrel 
 
what she really thinks who cares  
she's even less my manager  
than that guy who also isn't my 
 
my manager but tries to  
to manage me manage me 
 



can you manage that?  
I don't think she thinks. 
or would have questioned 
the going order 
a long while ago 
 
she's the result of a lifetime of 
superficial communications 
 
analgesic of 
purple decades and 
I feel so good might 
have a little zizz 
 
 
Untitled 65 
 
some people well one well 
actively needs their hate 
to be loved even liked 
by them would be failure 
the volunteer line man 
fizzes with bitterness 
he passes down your neck 
and then as he does he 
tells you it is raining 
two months of this and then 
someone lets it slip that 
he's not your boss at all 
 
but nobody in the maze 
what our lady spinster calls 
testosterone labyrinth 
 
will call him out as the 
spider web is perfect 
for he is for them his 
function, lady beetle 
an aphid eater and 
will be cocooned in time 
 
later eaten 
and the spiders 
for the birds and 
and the birds and 
to the cats and 
and the cats and 
under the cars 
life twisted out 
and the cars and 
  
into other cars as 
multi vehicle wham 
black ice for the bus slide 
and skull cave Andy and 



decapitations, gore 
the shadow slips over 
meridians again 
  
like the sun has no 
  
no choice six, six 
by four prints of 
horsehead nebula 
iPhone wallpaper 
but now it's time to 
to make more coffee 
 
 
Untitled 66 
 
the trade union  
killjoy not in  
so a dom sub  
switching tween the  
borderline bully  
kiddy party game 
which is to say same 
as usual, more 
denigration with  
tacit approval  
Prefect Snitchola 
and all the other  
 
'little extra jobs'  
they would have  
for 'their girls' 
the agents 
seedy photographers  
 
greasy impresarios 
who put that lot together,  
in 1967 
Unless Article 50 
is extended I won't ask 
it would play right into 
into The Spider's hands 
he would equivocate  
from behind the fan 
Then possibly to  
to the gents to 
to frott himself 
brazen brazen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Untitled 67 
 
phonetap reveals stalker 
phonetap reveals scandal 
 
of phonetapper 
phonetap reveals 
 
mishorseless cocaine botox 
 
swap idiot for moron 
three ayy em balloons 
 
swap cardio for carb 
pregnancy phonetap 
 
it was instant 
attraction to murderer 
 
says idiot 
 
the z-lister exchange the 
z-lister exchangable 
 
with b-lister and the 
b-lister with ayy 
 
come friendly nukes  
 
been through all that and 
nearly back someone 
 
someone's shooting at me 
might have been caps or air 
 
rifle the increased 
decreased risk of heart 
increased endorphins 
decreased flex, creaseup 
 
holding up the head of a dead 
 
giant, steps, moonwalk 
 
idiots believe achieve 
celebrity status high 
rewards are available 
 
never make calls on a dead man's iPhone 
ate, passed out, survived 
 
 
 
 
 



Untitled 68 
 
Creek Tragedy 
total annual water consumption 
dead swimming pools  
the dead swimmers  
Afternoon the 
black ink and the 
bod in the pool  
rough work for the 
the god in the  
eggy drool and  
Green Tragedy 
because I laid your body out as well 
it was paid for  
this, this is my 
my reward and 
sacrifice tropical Madagascar  
for this for this 
this jewel case  
and see dee for  
I honored you – the decent admit  
had a cocktail,  
yes I, yes I 
mother father lost in the halls of Death 
undiversebio CIVILISE ATE 
no brother could spring to light again of 
of my, of my 
little droney  
means soil erode  
fuck times shit plus 
pisstime minus 
 
 
Untitled 69 
 
This order contains a gift 
Snitch-o-la 
or snitchynic 
at school 
which is still where you are 
sitting just across from 
your favourite teacher 
snakesmile 
resentment accelerator 
where veins should be 
resentment collider 
where your heart was 
I might feel sad 
but I see you 
in the thirties 
ratting on the comrades 
recording all the arrivals 
and the leavings 
and sometimes in ambulances 



from the hotel lobby 
from under your knitting 
in your case 
the sun a slit throat - 
it will only shine 
when yours has been done 
This gift contains an order 
 
 
Untitled 72 
 
it's all just so, just-so 
so just so 
it doesn't even look just-so 
connote all over the place 
I want to stop connoting 
but not like you 
nineteenth century dandies 
moved to suits with 
seams that hid seams 
seams so subtle 
it looked ordinary 
to ordinary eyes 
Orwell's bat screech 
in fabric form 
it looks thrown together 
to the unhipster to 
to be excommunicated 
at the same time 
a direct line 
to the trustafari but well 
what it all hides 
is the seamstress 
swassi grey marr 
 
 
Untitled 73 
 
extended response questions 
in which you will be rewarded for your ability to construct 
and develop a sustained line of reasoning 
which is coherent, relevant, substantiated and logically structured 
 
in which you will be rewarded for your ability to draw 
together different areas of knowledge and understanding 
 
Cheesy messages, what the wifi code is 
alcogonk, no manbag no cry 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Untitled 74 
 
I'm on fire I'm on 
well I used to be  
I'm on fire he said 
dee's doorway  
down the way 
I'm on fire he said 
people getting pumped  
 
brutalised brutal 
pumped bout being pumped  
the surplus squeezed out 
a fried egg 
toast rack a 
brutalised, brutal 
pop it's fun so so 
 
structural gymnast  
you smugly applaud 
dead structuralists  
get pumped and 
do pumping 
I cry Vidal, cry  
Naquet, Jakobson  
 
lay on the lay lay  
Greimas and Saussure 
saucer toast rack and 
hyperbol 
parabol 
smaller and larger  
the smaller classes  
at the top larger  
at the bottom where 
pumped bout being pumped  
they lie lie  
on the lay 
easy after lay 
underlay always  
 
already prelay 
structural gymnast 
say smugly 
Pevsner an  
it's a gym now to 
to getting pumped to 
 
in pumps I, in pumps 
surplus squeezed out of 
in pumps in pumps in 
surplus  
squeezed  
surplus squeezed out of 
of tubes of pluspaste 



Van fire of the bonny teens 
 
job centre plus 
disclosure is the first step 
but undisclosure is not  
the second step 
job centre minus  
 
bworf heckle guffaw guffaw  
bonfire of the  
 
‘he’s on fire’, she said 
well I used to be 
 
hi  
glad someone’s talking honestly in there 
nobody else is 
 
posed me two hours ‘til he got ‘bored face’ 
gives article mournful tone 
 
I don’t really do sad  
but I definitely do  
‘this shit is going in a newspaper’ 
 
that’s a picture of a man  
who wants his lunch 
 
who likes lunch very much who 
 
goes ‘casual’ 
what would they say? ‘flexible’ 
 
the energy company’s flexible 
free launderettes in summer 
that rent is free in summer  
 
but what do you mean it isn’t  
why isn’t it 
 
and why isn’t 
‘the university I work for is on the dole’ 
not an acceptable answer 
 
who the fuck pays me your wage in summer 
 
you have chicken on your lapel 
and stupid shoes 
 
perfect 
in this wild west town 
 
every building a facade 
a frontage 
 



with a twenty seven storey hotel 
shooting up behind  
 
‘the Anderton memorial cesspit’ 
Danny said 
 
couldn’t agree more 
 
 
weak STRONG 
 
weak weak weak weak 
weak weak weak mound 
weak weak mound of 
weak mound of goal 
mound of 
goal based 
kinetic whey 
browse by goal or 
pre-digested 
write a review 
no need ingest 
or flush it straight 
down the u-bend 
how can something 
report correct 
information 
go straight down 
muscle mass 
the u-bend 
branched chain of 
amino 
suitable 
for Episcopalians 
for nihilists STRONG STRONG STRONG 
for STRONG STRONG STRONG STRONG STRONG 
STRONG 
 
 
Wevvers 
 
free refills of cliff falls, 
sober assessment of the facts 
all day every day a 
miner’s Benedict, 
make our day 
 
Benedict - free social diplomacy doomsters  
phonies, towners, how pretensions, in step whoreson 
 
Benedict - assessment, miner’s MOMA of facts  
Benedict, Benedict, Benedict, Benedict 
 
Benedict - make our small fall in leaving and then 
Benedict, Benedict, Benedict  



 
town spines hero, Pinter snowshoe 
onion rings the brow  
 
snoopers whiten, whoops intenser 
an’ onset ownership 
 
small Benedict, hey, and 
presto mushroom, yes 
- Benedict 
 
doomsters argue, blueberry coma, Benedict 
the outbox goon, each tardy argue, Benedict 
 
heroes own pints, nowhere pistons 
open worthiness 
 
sober cliffs, all heyday burble, yer Benedict    
 
Eton ownership, porno whites 
enter piss no how 
 
Benedict, Benedict, Benedict, Benedict 
 
gunboat media, socio oh  
diplomatic row 
 
 
What did the Galeta say? 
 
well now we’ve been to space 
and this is too much space 
this is too much space and 
this is too too much space 
 
but the board don’ like space 
they live in tiny rooms 
like cells, they are 
four by four 
 
and now your Range Rover 
it is smoked out and black 
a Darth Vader helmet 
a drug dealer frisson 
a pinch of get me at 
the MOBOs an’ all that 
 
your age, not a western 
container of plastic 
the range you now rove 
it includes an Aga 
 
the x that you y 
da da da Dada 
 



literary landlord and landlady 
what did the Galeta say? 
 
I already know, 
we already know 
 
we’ve been to space 
this is too much space 
this is too much and 
too too much space 
the board don’ like it 
they all live in tiny rooms 
they are four by four, all ways 
 
- Bradford, 2018 



POEMS 2020 



Happy New Fear  
 
So Emily Dickinson’s index of first lines walk into a bar  
and some blog spam threatens to re-enjamb her  
 
Universal Credit job shit on the floor and 
some tech guy downsizing his own department 
before taking a bullet for the team 
 
Tankini Swimwear comments 
on Screaming Blue Murder 
 
Screaming Bloody Murder said  
Tankini Swimwear I don’ understand 
 
The basic assault rifle concept is  
of a versatile and manageable  
mid-sized cartridge weapon  
that can be used at range  
 
Father after business in 
a class contagious peak can  
grease masculinity hydrogen 
 
Oh no, just said that  
 
Weak my second fear, refugee 
greenwashing successes do the dog  
 
Forget activism for most, the 
apologies, but mostly rain 
 
Drugs, fresh photos, security aftermath civilisation 
so life is the thing 
 
In environment, plenty tormentors never disrupt the happy marmalade  
in bank ads for masculinity 
 
Jobs confirm migrant success, hide 
ways link new elusive ways-ways 
 
Powdered family, the iceberg 
a British development craze 
 
First I turned the production team into an app 
I like shiny apps and 
 
Speak out, what about? 
 
The ecstacy to guess one thousand 
six hundred and eight, the event it 
was directly behind him at 
 
One thousand six hundred eighty six 
 



   Agency emails  WAITING 
   Mod co-ord  WAITING 
   Moderation  WAITING 
 
Time was sponsored by Accurist 
time has lost its sponsor 
 
May your super kinetic dit dit dit Higgs boson leader  
stay home in 
 
Status zero-zero, viewed mostly privacy clauses 
 
Get manual floods the medievals would entertain 
amid masterpieces of common music 
 
Say six above justice 
 
Blatant Junior Iceberg 
England Architecture 
President Philip Horse 
who healthy was married 
 
Hey nonny fucking no  
 
A bunch of Bernards are doing standup 
as Emily ducks a-glassing  
 
First Bernard 
 
Hey thanks for hi fuck off  
you’re all ready to fuck off  
 
It’s a bit of a sleeper, that one 
 
How likely are you to recommend fuck off? 
 
I hate those Russian Dolls, they’re so full of themselves  
 
Where is the dole going? to nowhere but times two  
 
How many Elon Musks does it take to get to Mars?  
Fuck off 
 
So this bloke walks into a pub, and his greased football got me pregnant with kids 
*coughs* 
 
Why is our government not in a hurry to land our men on Mars? 
Because what if they refuse to return? 
 
An Englishman, Irishman and I have a machine that recently injured time, granddad   
 
How many politicians does it take to change a lightbulb: Go fuck yourself, I’m not in the 
mood for jokes 
*ahem* 
 



a fuck off and a fuck off and a fuck off go to fuck, the fuck off says fuck off and the fuck off 
asks how many fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck 
 
Was it cold in the ground this morning? 
 
I’m not in the mood for gags, I’m not in the mood for gags, I’m not in the mood for gags, I’m 
not in the mood for gags, I’m not in the mood for gags  
 
How many urban geographers does it take to read a map: Nine, one to read it, eight to critique 
different aspects of the ideology hidden in its epistemology  
 
My granddad, he liked a bath. But seriously though, he was killed in Iraq during the last war. 
Tragic. Fell out of the bathist machine gun tower. He was in a coma for a while. Face book 
dot coma  
 
Some guy in the corner is not doing standup 
he’s not good at not doing standup  
when he can stand up 
 
Tech polltax outmountain 
Bully coronavirus for-whereto-of 
 
Fitness with husband, had it off to black blare 
companies hero spaffing ten review fights  
 
Liverpool documentaries, Millwall gems 
Hit nightclub, really the 
other presenter, fake and  
 
These changes make them feel cumbersome, and  
they don’t have to be fully realistic  
but they feel foundationally different 
from what they are supposed to be  
 
For heavensake, this M16 feels  
like it is firing, Tankini Swimwear 
 
And then they came for the project organisers 
and I did not speak out 
because fuck them, yeah? 
 
The face I carry with me last is three hundred and 
thirty six, the  
 
Face in evanescence lain at one thousand it is 
four hundred and 
 
Ninety, I didn’t really get to date in high, no 
I went to war 
 
 
So no college dating, imagine, I was excited  
to date a nurse 
 
Offgassing terror 



I took some shrapnel and  
bright smile and big red curls  
amazing luck in the middle of a war zone  
 
   Birmingham  X 
   Bristol  NO 
   Scarborough  WAITING 
 
I’m a player, I just game all things my way bro 
 
The face we choose to miss is one thousand 
one hundred and forty one 
 
The fact that earth is heaven, that is one thousand 
four hundred and eight 
 
   Derby  NO 
   Edge Hill  NO 
   Hallam  NO 
 
Second Bernard 
 
What’s black and doesn’t work? 
an anarchist flag 
 
A woman went to the anarcho-syndicalist collective to try to join 
The general secretary tells her: It’s people like you we want here 
Here’s a test. There’s a revolver, go out and shoot six tories and a rabbit 
The woman asks: ‘Why do I have to shoot the rabbit?’ She was accepted immediately 
 
I’ve seen comedians die on stage 
 
What’s black and doesn’t work? 
Bernard Manning’s kidneys 
 
A Jew, a Pakistani and an African walk into a pub 
They hear Bernard Manning’s dead and they laugh 
 
At his death and the unlikeliness of finding themselves in that pub 
 
   Stockholm  NO, but 
 
A great spot, hike from the paths along the shoreline  
some clear ground there 
 
To set up since our last annual investor  
   - BANG 
 
 
Meeting our strategic growth initiatives and  
we are 
 
Already transforming entire industries 
their impact 
 



Taking significant steps to accelerate  
as you walked in  
 
   Lancaster  SHORTED 
   Leeds Human  NO 
   Leeds  NO 
 
I encourage you to really spend some time  
with Tankini Swimwear 
 
And then they went for the in-house production team 
and I did not speak out 
‘cause I’m not in-house and 
 
Fairest home I ever knew one thousand 
four hundred and twenty three  
 
Farthest thunder that I heard one thousand 
five hundred and the  
 
Toilets are dirty  
the food is microwaved  
tasteless beige crap, pharmaceuticals dosed  
 
Once daily, it was well tolerated  
and clinically active  
 
   Languages  YES but NO 
   Notts  WAITING 
   Oxford  NO 
 
Last-last index are lines-lines 
Coronavirus News 
 
Redacted lines, the first of Redac  
 
I wouldn’t write poems if I were in my right mind  
Alan 
 
Eighty-one, percent benefit rate 
defined as those who remained for 
at least sixteen Cheap Swimsuits and 
 
I think that viewing this game from the highest tier 
brought us meta  
 
 
Brill aint, brill aint 
the hour of 100 toilet breaks  
 
Turn your work into an app and then,  
into the app app guys guys 
 
Complain when your own work ends  
guys guys guys guys guys guys  



 
In the papers 
they want them to modernise the trains 
and everyone is dead by 2050 
 
Have you noticed 
everyone’s saying see you soon  
 
As they go down into the cellar 
and the early warning goes off 
 
It is something that needs to be addressed  
two days ago cancer was a touchy word  
 
   and  
 
Part of the reason it was used  
was I was doing things and I 
I took a break in the middle  
 
To feel the fascinating chill  
that music leaves, thousand 
four hundred and eighty  
 
And to go browse some  
Reddit Bathing Suits 
 
A collagen carcrash  
lips flups, over the road  
 
Slugs on the grass, eyeballs 
out of Grosz’s Metropole 
 
Some images subject 
to copyright, learn more 
 
Some images object 
 
For with floods the 
gates engulf more orange music  
 
In the Try House 
the giggling sign 
digital lawn, family hide 
Storm Uncle, stars of fire 
I only go to sleep against my will now 
the dreams are so bad 
 
Oh Tankini Swimwear 
take it all off I beg 
on my knees on my knees 
 
They came for the low-level coders 
and I did not speak out - 
not low-level code 



 
Ah shit 
 
Mother I sold the cow  
in a wholly conceptual bar 
for some magic beans and 
 
Some weaponised kindness 
 
Flaneurial bullshit  
 
And fully armed dolphins 
 
   Casual  WAITING 
   Other  APPLIED 
   Z  MISSED 
 
- Early Jan 2020 
 
 
Rhinemaidens bewail their lost gold 
 
‘Words’ he said, in the further education job interview 
 
‘Words’, again, in a country where crosswords 
used to be set by men named after famous torturers 
 
‘Words’, he said, running out of words 
‘...there’re too many words, on your CV, they don’t like words.’ 
 
It’s not a good time to have words, know it 
is not a good time to be blond either 
 
It’s not your fault I am blond, really  
or is it? No I don’t think it is 
 
I blame the Danes coming over here, 
to steal somebody else’s chickens 
and the rest of it - discreet curtain - and my hair clippers 
broke so I can’t just shave it all off 
 
And I dream of rifles, not scissors 
And they called a generally specific election  
I’ll start taking pot shots at the overhead pork now  
 
The Act in Restraint in one of Alan’s pieces and 
I’ve gone back to Stuart times 
I know others have, because of what is happening and 
without correspondence 
 
Flung back, it’s what it does to you, horrific, and I 
skipped school to see Star Wars in 1977 
the last one opens in 2019 
 
Seven days after the election result 



spills like urn ash but not displayed as 
a forty year battle between light and dark 
 
Don’t tell me there’s no such thing as resignification 
 
 
Untitled 75 
 
'Toxic irony!' they shout, well what yer gonna do?  
Paste the words on to the things themselves  
instead of writing or speaking them? 
 
Grievance dot payroll dot  
blah what use is this to  
lady in leather pants 
 
Ideation irony writing, you wrote words on words  
taken you on, but in the wrong merde  
 
Stick it into the paste smile, money of the I o'clock  
 
Poetry night complaint 
wine that drinks itself not 
smutty, don't want smutty 
 
Back Every Wrong the cow parroted  
then yer Brexit speaking field, the Britain Cuckoos 
 
Rubber trouser HR girl 
her prices stabilise  
and dragness eats itself 
 
Instead get Clean Things, but well what for 
Superspacefuckingcommunism 
 
 
Untitled 76 
 
General harassment and childcare techniques, whitesplaining husbands archive random, 
marital words 
 
The Discombobulater wins Public Politics Row 
the 2019 map to the liberal majority 
 
The Party of Jobs, Dating and Signs from the Sky  
 
The Jeremy Mixer allegations  
the fresh ideological squeeze, its  
 
Planet women born to the Lorry Moderns its 
Islamophobia Obituary  
 
Says months 
polls, tips 
 



Gaffes  
claims 
gaffes  
 
Adverts, and rats 
square is 
rats, and adverts 
square is  
 
Democrats, hidden fees 
and fairies, driving his 
 
Rearranged poll, of collage woes  
of great patrons 
exquisite Jews 
for surgery 
 
Steam lounge fury  
driving dem-dems 
briefing virus  
praising leaveborn 
rule engine shafters 
 
Shifty public hours  
the old lounge day games  
 
Machine MPs  
cartoon remainers  
cartoon analysts  
 
The one he gave is  
The Barbara Act 
sportcourt takes old terms  
worth dating dodges  
gibberish thinks hide   
writing Fresh Facebook  
 
A shelveage promise drops 
fails visiting voters  
 
Jabberwocky warpath  
reader cartoons accused  
of the... of Politics  
anti-palindrome lead  
infamous Haiku pain  
 
Over, right, without writing 
Contribute Cookie Sonnet  
HTML in a vest 
driving chief answered to, and 
we think big ergot  
 
Election blocks ministers  
Green Twitter Prorogation  
 



Of the rewordified remarks  
accursed mountain ministers  
who by harassment and Boris  
make a deal for shaky gizmos  
 
Think newspaper lorry deaths plus 
pet action obituaries 
 
A cartoon below 35 
affiliated UK from  
generators' 'tragic' magic 
 
General writing down of remarks  
draggable electoral ousting  
political of political 
 
 
Untitled 77 
 
I couldn't be any more depressed 
coz London Bridge is falling in 
its quatrains of trochaic, its 
tetrameter catalectic 
 
No email deduced this  
after a moment's you-know-what  
in which beforehand see I see I crowbar Christmas and 
brunch is out now, but for any guy to the manager  
 
So maybe you're embarrassed and 
then you're nineteen, at chrissmuss tyme 
subtle stressed jigsaw, bits all over 
one of his dump dolls, but we're friends 
 
With his countersink words  
bridge disambiguation, done good with gwan or subtle  
now 'im rise, but isn't angry  
he falls then, too paralytic to pan back  
 
Well who has stole my laptop now 
laptop now, laptop now and yeah 
who has stole my wallet too and then 
dropped down catatonic, I  
 
Made a simple monster with that 
with my world shopping glasses on 
 
Dumpless, be stressed, day dropped cutters  
irresolution shopping past one good bat or 
 
To understand it with film now 
it's either me or relax and 
both are in colour, so modern 
 
Then bits, found dead, either the vocabulary  



contact came and the oh world 
 
By my Jamaican guy, Jamaican 
say he's 'voting for Boris' cause  
'im talk talk nah let see im walk'  
 
I couldn't be any more depressed 
come simple sorting come else we looked  
just the English an we  
 
Don't drill the basically restless  
the oh really words the I've 
found a massive something and I 
looked unsettled, because well I 
 
I saw my soul the other day  
it ran past, straight in the Irwell 
it has leathery bat wings now 
I couldn't be any more depressed 
 
No way him gwan fall out pan me 
laid back not thinking back oh no 
Jamaican guy my Jamaican  
not thinkin tall not thinkin tall 
 
Regretful wrench, or stiff bitter 
terrified vocabulary 
saw countersink crowbar cutters  
he couldn't be any less repressed 
 
So you to me more than how it  
was originally back when 
I was, or we were, into that  
stomach happy, pissed when we did 
 
Shame I couldn't have less than a 
 
A moment's irresolution, 
fellow travellers to the grave  
for Tiny Tim the deuced disambiguation page  
 
I've shame, you couldn't stiff me,  
that day, dutt nineteen hands  
 
The day Scrooge hands out turkeys 
and the Cratchits take the rise 
du dut du dut du something else 
 
Shame I couldn't be any less dead 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Untitled 78 
 
watch The Beatles at Shea Stadium and sob 
see x on x and sit hunched over your own trachea 
blind eyes, whole body become retch 
no more to come up now 
nothing left 
 
at y and 
on z and 
with n and 
 
nothing left 
 
a thousand years of dark condensed into light 
 
 
Untitled 79 
 
Nations favourite poems 
the woke are sleeping 
in the pop up graveyard 
 
UK World Business Coronavirus Football 
 
What there most definitely is is 
a pandemic of words 
most definitely is is is is 
 
Real and serious but 
like mazerats to model 
 
Soshe media and media-media 
full of language madness 
 
Parallel pandemic 
linguistic, viral 
 
Steve Hanson, self-isolating 
 
Prince Philip, dead not dead 
 
The try system but 
industry by why 
or least buy with why 
 
To the seed province 
and standstill cases 
setting serious, around diamond deaths 
 
Richard Barrett, social distancing 
 
The Queen, dead not dead 
 
And why and why 



be away why 
lockdown can what? 
 
Idris Elba, self-isolating 
 
Prince Charles, dead not dead 
 
Like weeks why 
with why facts, walled off for 
mild drugs, masks 
 
 
Untitled 80 
 
Brill aint, brill aint 
the hour of 100 toilet breaks  
 
Turn your work into an app and then,  
into the app app guys guys 
 
Complain when your own work ends  
guys guys guys guys  
 
In the papers 
they want them to modernise the trains 
and everyone is dead by 2050 
 
Have you noticed 
everyone's saying see you soon  
as they go down into the cellar 
and the early warning goes off 
 
Sending life's work before wipeout 
plagiarism after 
 
 
Untitled 81 
 
Funeral suit laid out 
for someone not yet dead 
 
If only they knew 
I had a suit laid out for them 
 
Might be me, my body can lie in that 
will be roughly the same 
as everyone else wears  
 
These days 
Boohoo Next Asos 
Emm and Ess 
 
Socially distanced 
looking down on me  
not looking anywhere 



no more 
 
If only I knew 
I had a suit laid out for myself 
except now I do 
 
Weeks or years, the only real question 
 
 
Untitled 82 
 
The poor recovering creatures 
appeared very sensible  
of their unexpected deliverance 
they sang His praise,  
but soon forgot His works 
 
(enjambed Defoe) 


